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PERSONALS
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ACCURATE INFORMATION ABOUT con·

"'

294·0 171.
2/15
DIVERS \)\IT deeper. Ct;Jmc to UNM's Scuba-Club

...,~

nuccption, stcr)ll;r.ution, aboni<m. Right to C!lopse,
WcJ. Jun. 2~. ?:30 pm at Johnsun Gym 124.

1125

GONNt\ BOOGIE TONITfl? Nell's has Old Scratch

,!::>Oo

rur d<mCing until2um.

~

MARY I'VE WAITED 2 day~
shown up for lvnch lH Cnrraro's. Either it's over for

0

'ctj

sood between JJS ur maybe you ditln't know they
moved to lOR Vrt~sar Sll, just 1 block west of Girard.
J'llntcct you there tomorrow for lunch. Pleastl show

o

1m

b

u
·:<;
....,.

1/\9
uml you still haven't

u~Nkk.

WilKING FOR 1\111, GOOnCLASS? Try ANTII
384, 1111 lntruducllon to Mel'!nnmerlcun arcluu.!olugy
:;E IUIIJ'hl hy un e~tpcrt nn the 11ndcnt Maya (MWI-" 1 21.
f:: Or ANTII 440, n new cotlr!IC dealing wilh worldwide
!U
11daptulions lu lrnpl~ul emlronmtnls IT 'fl1, 111~
Z 'fhc!ic du~!;c~ arc still op~n, so enroll torluy.
1/24
f'i 49 CENTS, AMERICAN CIOARETrES: V1 b!o~k
frorn UNM at Pipe & Tobacco Road, 1078 Cornell
~O 513, Open Monday thru SatUrd<:~y 9-6,
1127
PAST-PITCH SOFTBALL TEAM formiug.
lntcre.~tcd Players call29B·M76 nftcr 6:00p.m. 1/20
PHOTOGRAPHY CLASSES FORMING: Short
inten'i!vc t.:OUT5C~ in shooting !Jlack-nnd-whltc, color.
Learn a pc;rma•1cnl, valuable skill. Small ·group~
designed to ~uit your present knowledge: absolute
bcgi11ners or intermediates, Speci;tl sessions in .oucl!oor portrniturc, nature & !'i'-'cnles, !'iports action.
Intensive dnrkroom in.~truction if rcquc5ted.
Reason<:~blc tuilion. Group.~ fill up quickly 110 call
soon for information. A-Photographer, 1717 Girard
NE, 265-Z444,
1/20
JAZZ SAXAPHONIST SUPREME Grover
Washington returns to UNM'.'i Popejoy Hall on
Wed,. Feb. l at 7:30 p.m. Ticket~ for this ASUN. M/PEC Presentation are available ul the SUD and
PopeJoy Hall box otficcs and at all Tickctmaster
locations.
2/1
PERRY'S PIZZA 2004 Central SE. Try our fresh
snhid and ~lice specials for lunch. Pizza b)' the slice
and pan
1/19
PASSPOI~T, !MIGRATION, I.D. Photo$. Low,cst
prices in IOW11. fm;t, pleasing. CRI1265·2444 or come
to 1717 Girard NE.
1/27
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LOST& FOUND

2.

FIND YOURSELF in the Peace Corps. Ortega 233,
277~5907
ss
0

SERVICES

3.

'

I
I

I
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LSAT-MCAT REVIEW COURSES. Prepare Now.
''nlll'f:NM 842-5200.
tfn
2124
TYPING, hr QUALITY, 883·7787,
1. & M MUSIC STUDIO, 3 Blockfi rrom campus.
Guitar & piano taught by experienced instructors in a
comfort blc environment. 247·81 SB, .
1/l-7
INCOMI\ TAX PREPARATION form< 1040-A $5,
1040$7.50. I. ollie 265-3149,
1/31
FASTTYPING266·395J.
2114
TYPIST EXPERIENCED INSURANCE, legal,
engineering, -~tatistical, these:<>, manuscnpts. Cal! 2664770,
1120
Cl ASSIC:Al. GUITAR LESSONS: Segovia method.
lkginncr.o; Welcome 2Mi·9291.
1/31
iYP1Nd MA (~NGI.ISH. Campus delivery. 2968564.
3120
QA TYPING $[iRVICE. A complete t)lping and
editorial ~yo,tcm. Technical, general, legal, medico\,
'>Ciml<l~\h:. Chat I'> & l:\blcs. 345-2125.
4/29
UIORHYTHM SERVICES, YOUR energy cycles,
phy.,icnt·enmtional-intclleclual. Send birthdnte,
$6.00. Full Ycilr COI11Jll!lcr l1 rojcction, Hooklet, Do·
it·YoUr'iclf ilmructions, 210 Sj")ruce NE,
AlbuqucrquciHIO(,.
112S
WAKE UP CAl.tS made duy or night. 'For S-day
week, $5.00 monthly. For7-day week, :S6 243-2368.

1120
WEAVING C'LASSPS STARTING now. The
Wc::acro;' Stm.liu, 12-S pm, 205 Stnniord SB, 26!i·
9100.
1120
KINKO'S l'YPING SERVICE (IBM selectric) and
now 3-tUillUtc Pao;~port Phl1IO~. No appointment.
268-tlSIS.
lfn

lJi
HAY AY SHALOM

Recorded Message
Phone 296-8568

UNM llOO~STORil RETURNS pcllicy: Lasl day for
full rd'und Feb. 11. L) a(Joks must be In original
condillon 2.) You MUST have ca.~h rccetptl ),) You
nw~l present S!UdcntlD,
1120
TUTORING AVAILABLE POR Mlnorily Studcnls
nnd Mt'!l in Nursing for Chl;'mlstry Ill, 212j Biology
123, 23R; Math 102: Nur.~ing Pathology 240j Ph~r·
m<H!ology 276, Cnl1277·2S07.
1120
TYPING; ROPORTS, RE..'iUMES, general. fi9R~?27,
112(1

4.

HOUSING

WAL,.K TO UNM: Cot.y !-bedroom, carpeted, $125,
part Ull!illcs p;~id, 262-1751, VaHC:y Rcnlalfi, $30 fcc.
1/19
SMALl !-llR HOUSE unfurnished neM campus,
Very priva!e. One person only. No pels, $145, plus
utilities. Phone 265·5459.
1124
2 BDRM APT for rent. Four block:; fron1 UNM.
P:~rtly l"urnlshc.d, SIRS all utilities paid. 817-5339 1125
3 BDRM HOUSE, clo<e,$350. 247-a647.
1/25
l,t\RGt; UNI<URNISIU:D I ami 2-bdrm npts. t'rnm
$1f,S, 4441·:10punola Sit No pcls.l65-4083
1120
WHAT IS A COLLEGE INN7 Recreation rooms.
Study loungc,c;, Pcol, undcr~rcund nurking. Social
programs. 303 Ash NE, 243-2881
l/19
PEMAI.E ROOMATE NEEDED.
Own botb,
fircplm.:e, luxurious horne ncar UNM. Vegclarif!n
preferred, $125 mo., Caro1266-4R88.
1123
GRAD STUDENT WILL share three bedroom hou~e
with one or lwo.M/F. $100 molllh includes Ulililics,
Furnb;bcd, fircphh:e, adobe. North Va'llcy. f!42-9434.
1/23
BIKE TO CLASS: Clean 2-bcdroom, pari bills paid,
sccurcgufagc,$200.262-1751 Vallcy,$30fi!c,
1/19
I BLOCK- FROM CAMPUS: fun1ished, $80,
fireplace, non-smoker. 247-9800, eves, call Mike
LARGE FURNISHED I bedroom 11pt. 10 minutes
from campus $180 include~ ga!> and hot water no child
1/23
or pet.~ 915 Alvarado SE 266-1216.
I SINGLE ROOM, nnalc, co-ed residential co-op
dose tocnmpus. 247-2515
1120
FEM/ILE NON-SMOKER ROOMATE wanted.
Two-bedrnom house share half rent $80.00 plus
dcpo~it. Close to Winrock. For app\, call Lucy, 7667671 Ram-5pm.
1/20
CAMPUS SllECIAJ. J.ARGE one-bdrm, full carpeted, $120, no lease. 262-2751, V<:~llcy Rcnt<:~ls, $30
rec.
1120
I 1/1 BLOCKS TO UNM, cozy one-bdrm, ycud $75,
Better Hurry!262-1751, Valle)! Remals. $30 fcc. I /20
AVAILABLE SOON, EXTRA large 4-room house,
fenced yard, pets OK, $120. 2(,2-1751, Valley Remals,
$30 fcc..
1/20
BIKE TO CLASS. Fancy 2-bdrrn., fenced youd, kids,
pets, $ISS. 262-2751, Valley Rental~, $30 fcc.
1/20
WALK TO UNM. Orand new onc-bdrm, paneled
lhrougltout, beamed ceilings, just Sl10, 262-1751,
Valley
Rentals,
$30
fcc.
1120
>\LI. UTILITIES INCLUDED, clean onc-bdrm,
privn~cly fenced, $135. 262-1751, Valley Rentals, $30
fcc.
1120
11/: BLOCKS TO UNM: \-bedroom, yard for pets.
$75 . .262-1751, Volley Rcntals,$30 fee·,
1/19
ALL UTILITIES INCLUDED: Enormous !bedroom, ~hndy yard. Now $135. 262-1751, Val!cy
Rcntalo;.$30 fcc.
1/19
SEARCHING FOR HOUSING? Residence Halls nrc
your answer for maximum convenience to campus
pin~ comrort nnd economy in houo;ing and food
o;;er\·icc! Inquire La Posnda 201 on wctkdnys, 9-4. or
call 277-260(,,
tn'5

5.

FOR SALE

1.11\t NEW HP,.ll $4'5,001 Scar.o; eleclronic slide rule
1120
SINGER MACHINE EQUIPPED Ia buttonhole, zig
tng, I'<I.Y $1 CL20 and toke machine. 266-587 I.
1/27
SONY TRJNITRON PLUS color TV full guarantee,
I<~ lie mer paym~:ms llf9.39 per monih. 266-5872. 1127
TAPPAN MIC'ROWAVE OVEN browning clement,
mcnlory tcmpcmtllrc probe, S Yr full warra111y. T::~kc
O\'er payment~ of$8.11. 268-4393~
I/27
PIONEER COMPLETE SYSTEM two 6-way
l'ionccr o,pcukcrs, ca'i~eltc and turntable, a good
barguin7.81 per month. 268-4394.
1/27
KIRtlY RED CLASSIC commCrdal model, 3month~
uld. Mm1 ~ell cheap, 7.81 mt>nthlv. 261l-5872.
l/27

·s2s.oo. Call night..:; 265-0645.

ON <.'AM PUS RESERVED parking, paved l~t. $20
Contact Mike Tate, 277·4045 duy/i, or 1826
Me~aVistaNEnigh!s.
l/23
SINGER FUTURA ZldZAO !'iewing machine, Top
of the l.hw. SHghlly used hut still und<:r warramy.
Auwmatic bobbi~ winder, hafi comptllcrizcd but- •
wnh(llcr and docs hui.Jdreds of far1cy slitcllcs, Reg.
$BOO, now $1 SO cash. 294-8755,
I /23
20 USED PORTAilLE TV'S. $30.00 to $60,00 441
Wy<>rnlng Nf., 255-5987
2/1
AUTO 8-TRACK WITH FM radio. S-track ha~ fnst
ft1rward, prugram repeat, and under da~h Slip mount,
E....:ccl\cnl condition, $50 w/~peakcrs. 268-7396 After

PARTICIPATE IN
LANGUAGE RESEARCH

,~;emc.~ter.

'~·

EMPLOYI\;IENT

EXPERIENCED PHOTOGRAPHER IS searching.
for figure modeL<;. Fcc determined by pcnwnal in·
tervicw. If interested, call Ooll at 296-BhiO MWf
aftcr6:30 pm.
1/20
WANTED

ATTRACTIVE

ENTHUSIASTIC
nights ;md
cosmetics.
Minimum wage to start. Apply About Faces,
Coronado Ccn1ci 10-fi, \Ved. through Sat.
I /24 ·
NEEDED, RESPONSIBLE BABYSITTER for I·
yec1r old. Ncar univershy, one night per week. 2659)15
1/23
PART-TIME JOtl GRADUATE sllldcnts only,
Afternoons nnd cvening'i, Mm•t be <:~hie to work
Friday and Saturday nights. Must be 21 years old.
Apply ill person, no phone cnll!i rlease. Save-Way
Liquor Stores at 5704 Lomas NE, .'i516 Menaul NE
sa\e~pcn;(m. Part-time. Must be available
~nl\lrdnys. Knowledge or (H experience in

1127
'WANT~D

fl(iURE MODEl. for arlsc.hool. Phone
R43-(,R(l2
1/20
NEED PERSON{S) WITH pick-up-help 1novc. 3442540
1/20
UABYSITfiNG. CLEANING 1-2 aftcrnoon~/weck.
247-2915 cvcnings,-:Jolm.
1/20
Si~LI. SPECIALTV T-SH IRTS. Commis~ion. Parttime or full time. C'a11821-5l38
1/23
~UMMER JOBS GUARANTEED or money back,
Nations largest Uitc1•tory. Minimum SO employer:; per
Mate. lnchldc~ m<J.ster application. Only $3. Sumchoke, Do:< MS. StatcCollege, PA·16801.
1/19

8.

MISCELLANEOUS

FREE 1.0. ENGRAVING on your bicycle. Thornre.~i.~tant bicycle tubes: 50 cents off all size:;. l021tichmondNE266-1611.
1120
CHEAP WATERDEDS! Water Trips $89,95 buy~
you I) dark wnlnut !;.lained frame, 2) .~afcty liner, 3)
roam comfort pad. 4) any si:re motircs~ with 3-ycar
guamntec; $89.95.3407 Central NE.l5S-22R9. 2/23
NEW STOCK Of' COTTON wnrp. Come sec. The
Weavers' Studio, 12-S pm. 205 Slanrord SE. 265-9100
1/20

9.

TRAVEL

WEEKLY RIDES AVAILABLE throughout USA,
lTC 265·9!160.
1124
197!1 EUROPEAN CHARi"ERS avnilablc. lTC 255·

6R30.

OLDTOWN

1/31

•••

48 Encourage UNITED Feature Syndicate'
49 Explosive
Wednesday's Puzzle Solved;
50
Grape
6 ltal.
r::T"'Cr.'"r~
refuse
commune
54 Occasionally
10 Egyptian
57 Courage
cobras
58 Tarzan's
14 TV sound
friends
1 5 Air. village
16 "Pygmalion" 59 Additional
60 Dispute
author
61 Brief respite
17 Banal
62 Baron
18 Instrument
63 Marine fish
20 Numerical
DOWN
prefix
21 Paddle
1 Obi
2 Dainty
22 Learned:
Obs.
.3 Man in
23 Petite
Genesis
25 Laugh softly -4 Warring
27 Mar
5 American
poet
30 Shallow
6 Try
dishes
27 Reactionary
44 Mr. Carson
7 Pollux, e.g.
31 Of sheep
28 Man's name
45 Actor ----32 Lumps
8 Levy
29 Given
Romero
9Wedding
33 Elect. unit
monickers:
46 Run away
response: 2
36 Missile
2 words
and marry
words
37 Melts
30 Unattractive
47 Baffling
10 On land
38 Appeal
32 Ms. Evert
question
39 Cricket field 11 NYSE
34 Allot
49 Hither
parts
transactions: 35 Go beyond
51 Sea lettuce
2 words
40 Small bird
37 Golfer
52 Put to flight
1 2 Switchboard
41 Versifiers
38 Stamp can53 Manitoba
part
42 Fool: 2
cellation
Indian
13 StockhDimer 40 Type of
words
55 Small
19 Conspires
44 Love and
trapshootdemon
21 ---and only
ing
56 Manny,--45 Principal
24 Rime
41 Safety --and Jack
points
25 Entertainer
43 Give proof
57 Organic
47 1/2 quart
26 Stetsons
of
duct
ACROSS
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Do'! tf.~/.!l'J!:~rf!....IJ.lYif!-(9ht (8/

more,> ,shopp'irifr'lrd"Jys
Ground Hog Day.

"

•"tl.tl]
h.. .·;;;.
1 Rasca~

,_

.

-.

Friday, January'19.. 1978

1m

66·DATSUN ObOO HEALTHY inncrds but
crumbling complexion! $485.345-2796
1/24
FAT, HEALTHY, SHEPA~D-CROSS pup,, $5 .
R98-{)(, 14
1124
JAZZ SAXAPHONIST SUPREME Grover
W<!~hin~ton returns lQ UNM's l'opejoy Hall on
Wed., F"eb, 1 a! 7:30 prn. Tickets for this ASUNMPEC Prcscntatton arc .lvailablc at the SUB and
P~lpcjoy Hall Box Offices and at all Tickctmastcr
\ocntiDI\S,
2/1
1972 FORD F250 $1500. 1966 Ford FIOO $550, 247·
8647
1/25
1974 VJ3GA HATCHBACK 3-5ipeed. Low mileage,
new radials, very ccm10mical. Excellent t:ondition,
$1(;0{). ncgoti;tblc. 877-363B
1125

6.

Makerl!lf Hal'iil Made
Indian Jewelry

Two men a'ge :Z5 to 32 natives
of U.S. who learned Spanish
first and En!llish about age
6 to 10. $;2.00 per hour
266-0320 after 4 PM
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Library Revises
Lending-_ Poli_cy

.
.

.
D
.'

.

By RACHEL DIXON
LOBO Staff Writer
Three changes have been instituted in Zimmerman Library's policy on
book loans that will cut some slack for students and their pocketbooks.
. Fines for overdue books have been reduced from 50 cents a day to 25
cents a day. The maximum fine that a student can pay is now $5, instead of
$10. If the book is never returned, students will pay for the average cost of
the book, which can range bet.ween $9.87 and $23.95, said Alice Clark,
assistant dean for the library.
"The cost for the overdue fines was just too high. I think it was counterproductive to students wanting to use the library," she said.
Another change in the policy is that graduate students can now check out
books for a semester, same as the faculty. The previous policy was
allowing graduate students a month book loan, same as undergraduate
students and University staff.
The third change in the policy involves recalled books - books
requested by another person. Two notices will be sent out to the borrower
of the recalled book; if there is no response to return the book, the
borrower will be charged $1 a day with a$10 maximum.
"We gave a questionnaire to students in the library and found out that's
what bothered them most. They thought that was where the highest fine
should be placed, "Clark said.
The book-detection system still isn't in use and won't be until the library
gets enough electrical capabilities to handle lights on the third floor and
other areas with still no power, she said.
"We hope the system will be ready by fall and the electrical system will
allow us to have word processors, mini-computers and a security system,"
Clark said.
The changes in the library's policy became effective Jan.l.
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Police Pot Policy
Given Quiet Nod
By Administration
Qualified support to a UNM
police director's statement that a
person caught smoking marujuana
on campus will probably not be
arrested, has been expressed by
University officials.
Berry Cox, director of the UNM
police and Parking Services, said
Wednesday "It's been my opinion
for a long time that smoking
marijuana is a relatively unim- ·
port ant crime. I do want to say that
we will confiscate the contraband,
however, and we will arrest users if
they are being disorderly."
William Davis, University
president,
said, "Enforcement
procedures on campus regarding
any violations of the law most often
are carried out with the same
discretionary judgement characterizing local policy, including
possession
or
smoking
of
marijuana.
"In the strongest sense, we would
like to discourage the use of
marijuana on campus. In regard to
Mr. Cox's remarks, 1 assume he is
merely stating his priorities which
appear to be in compliance with the
policies of the District Attorney's
office."
McAllister Hull, UNM provost,
said, "As a general policy, 1 believe
in observing the laws in the books. I
think Cox is right. I'm told there is
a certain amount of marijuana usc
on the campus. As a hypothetical
situation, if I had the responsibility
for enforcing the law, 1 would
attempt to uphold the ideal, with
the practical considerations taken
into account."
Robert Raymond, inspector of
Police and Parking Services, said,
''I agree with Cox. lhc decision is
up to the individual officer and the
offender."
But he stressed if more students
began smoking manjuana around
the campus, the police would start
enforcing arreslitlg more of them.

"If the students think they can get
away with it, they're mistaken,"
Raymond said.
Associate Dean of Students
LOBO photo bv PhyJIJ• M. Ku6hnor
Charles Roberts said, "I'd have to
defer to the law enforcement's
decision. 1 can understand how he
Four inches of snow were expected to fall on Albuquerque by this morning, the National
(Cox) can reach that recision, if Weather Service said. Snow began to hit the city at 2:30 p.m. Thursday and was expected to conthat is the case of marijuana on the tinue until daybreak today.
The Weather Service said there would be ilntermittent snow showers today as the storm will
cantpus. ''
Marvin Johnson, Administrative move . Another storm is expected to hit the city late Sun day or early Monday.
(cont. on pago 7)

Vows 'Never to Leave'

Davis Dictates to Ex-Deckhand

LOBO photo by Phyllis M. K11shnBf

Brenden McKenna

By TIM GALLAGHER
LOBO Editor
When the big boss at UNM calls
his secretary in to take dictation
you can bet there's no hanky-panky
going on.
UNM President William E. Davis
won't be chasing his secretary
around the table or asking his
secretary to sit on his lap.
If Davis' secretary did sit on his
lap, Brendan McKenna, all 170
pounds of him, might break both of
the president's legs.
McKenna doesn't have great legs
but he can type 80 words a munute
and takes all the president's die·
tation. With qualifications like
that, Mckenna had no trouble
filling his job as administrative
secretary in the UNM president's
office, after 18 years in the Air
Force.
"I like my job," says McKenna,
'"cause I can sit here all day and
drink coffee."
McKenna said he made himself a
vow while serving as Navy recruit
on a .~hip on one nasty m'orning
with the wind howling through the
freezing air. "I said to myself, If 1

ever get a job where 1 can sit in an
office and drink coffee all day, 1
promise I'm never gonna' leave it!"
He got that job, but not without
some adventure first.
The first adventure was growing
up in the streets of Red Hook one of Brooklyn, N.Y.'s neighborhoods where the "genteel" do
not reside. "I was the only Irish kid
in the neighborhood and 1 was
kiDg. One morning there was 30
Italian kids waiting outside my
house yelling, 'Ay Bren-dan, come
on-a out and-a play punch ball.'
They had to wait for me, I had the
ball."
He joined the Navy after high
school and then enlisted in the Air
Force where we he was stationed in
Albuquerque in 1962. Here he mel
his wife, the former Cora Jiminez,
of Spanish and Nambe Indian
descent.
He was later sent to Da Nang in
Vietnam where he ran the U.S. post
office. He calls Da Nang, "Rocket
City" and not·so-fondly recalls the
time U.S. fighter planes mistakenly
bombed the city occupied by
American tror·

But most of his time in the service
was spent as an administrative
secretary to Air Force brass, so
when he left the Air Force early
because his mother-in-law was ill,
he ''wanted to become a most
valuable player among secretaries."
McKenna, using the G. I. bill and
living on the Nambe Indian
reservation, enrolled in business
and secretarial courses in Santa Fe,
and later Albuqueruqe.
Last summer, he was hired by
UNM under Comprehensive
Employment Training Act funds
and he says working at UNM isn't
much different than working in the
military.
"Except for the the salutes and
the uniform, the o;·1!ration i~
basically the same,' he says
through the still-thick Brooklyn
au:cnt and ever pre;erlt stick of
gum.
"Davis is like the base commander. Then there's the generah,
(Provost McAllister) Hull and the
vice presidents, and the squadron
leaders are like each of the deans.
It's almost t'\actly the same."
\com on page 7)

Torrijos Gives
OK to Changes

.~
~

::i; ·

C 0 N T A D 0 R A I S LA N D ,
Panama (UPI) Panamanian
leader Brig. Gen. Omar Torrijos
told the U.S. Senate Foreign
Relations Committee Wednesday
he will not object to the senate
amending the Panama Canal
treaties to clarify U.S. defense and
naval passage rights.
)3efore hosting a luncheon for the·
visiting senators, Torrijos con-

New Mexico
DAILY LOBO
Vol. 82

381401

No. 79

The N= Mmco l)ol/v Lob J Is puhiL<ht-d
Monday through }<'.fiday every regular week
of the Univcrsicy year and weekly during the
summer $e$Sion by the Board of Student
PubUcatJons bf the University of New Mexico,
and is. not financiaJiy associated wltb UNM.

World News,

firmed what the senators reported
to newsmen. Asked if he told the
visitors he could accept the
projectedchange,hcreplied,"That
is, in fact, correct."
Torrijos then declined to answer
further questions.
Torrijos did not participate in the
news conference held by the
senators at the conclusion of their
two-hour. meeting.
Sen. John. Sparkman, 0-Ala.,
the committee chairman said,
"Gen. Torrijos stood firmly on the
joint communiq!le (with President
Carter Oct. 14) and said he would
have no objection if its substance
were added to the treaty in any
form the senate decided."

Second class postage paid at Albuquerque,
New Mexico 87131, Subscription rate is
JJO.OO for the academic y~r.

Step into the

The opinions expressed on the editorial

pages fJf 'The Daily Lobo are those of. thtt
o.~thor solely. Unsigned opinion is that of thfi
.editorial board of The Daily Lobo. Nothing:

world of tltyl~ ••
open 9:00 til?

,:Printed in The Daily Lobo necessaril)
rcrea:uts the views of the University of New

Mexloo.

Carter Declares· -.war
On '78 ..Economic State
WASHINGTON (UP!) - President Carter
Thursday promised a bigger government assault on the
nation's economic woes in 1978, including more
money for jobs and another voluntary program to
curb inflation.
In his State of the Union. Address before Congress,
. the president expressed concern over the decline of the
U.S. economy is. needed to
dollar, and said a strong
J'
bolster the currency. '·
"Last year was a good one for the United States,"
Carter said. "We reached our major economic goals
for 1977. T))is year our country will have the first $2
trillion economy in the history of the world."'
Carter noted unemployment fell to 6.4 per cent with
a record 4.1 million new jobs in 1977. The economy
grew and earnings rose he said. But he ignored an
increase 'in the annual inflation rate. during his tenure,
saying, "Inflation went down."
"We still have serious problems on which all of us
must work together," he said. "Our trade deficit is
too large, inflation is still too high and too many
American still do not have a job."
In a message submitted to Congress with his State of

And the Air Force ROTC program is a great way to get Into a JOb like one of these
which can help youlmprow your lez-.o:k!rship ability and your prnfessional compe·
tence.

'

As a commissioned olficer in the Air Force, you c~n be proud of the role you
-play tn yourcommun\ly and the contribution you make to your countr~/s sec.urity.
You Glln know that you~re dolil9 a job ollmportance. a job wllh responS1b1hty
The Air Force ROTC program o(fcis a way tO help you achieve these goals. As

an AFROTC cadel, you111~tam about leadership. management. and more. Vou11 •
leilm about benelils of being ~n offker later on. like an excellenl salary. medical

and denial care.l1ous!ng and food allowances. and 30 days of pa[d vacation each
year Vou1l discover a whole new world open to you In the Air Force And you can

get th€re through AFROTC.

.

Look into It right away. Vou1! be glad you d1d.

Conto.ct the Aetospoce Studies Department on compus at: lQOl las Lemos.
Tel. 2n-4230 regordtngthe Arr Force Alternative.
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Gateway to a great way of life.
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Pronto's Fried
Chicken Basket!

As an incentive for Egypt, Vance
will take with him what U.S officials described as further
clarifications of the Israeli views on
the two main points of dispute
when the Egyptian delegation was
recalled home abruptly Wednesday.
After his meeting with Vance,
Begin told a joint news conference
the secretary "will try to convince
President
Sadat
that
the
negotiations within the framework
of the political committee should be
renewed.
"If the Secretary is successful in
convincing President Sadat that
both committees should renew
negotiations, we shall then be
prepared to refrain from any public
statements - of course, on the
basis of reciprocity."
"We hope the talks will resume,"
Begin said. "It is up to Egypt. If the
Egyptian government at any day

Police Seize
Counterfeit
Press Passes
WASHINGTON (UPI)
Increased security measures were
ordered Tuesday for President
Carter's State of the Union
message; because counterfeit
congressional press
gallery
credentials were uncovered.
Riverside, Calif., police found
counterfeit plates for making the
press cards on Nov. I7, 1977, when
theysearched the residence of Floyd
Hinkforth, who had been arrested
on a charge of selling cocaine.
Hinkforth was also wanted at the
time by the FBI for interstate
transportation of stolen property
and fraud.
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cert hall home. The Pioneer SX850 is a
dream weaver. 65 •watts of pure power! •ss
watts per channel RMS ••. 8 ohms, 20·20,000 Hz with no
more than 0,1% THO

THE CONCERT MAKER
Gerwin Vega 311 R, Unbeatable value

IT'S FINALLY HAPPENED

$199
OUR FIRST SALE IS
OUR BEST SALE,

-

decides to renew or resume the talks
the government of Israel wiil be
prepared to do so as well."
But other Israeli officials said the
rupture of the Foreign Ministers'
conference after only two days
permanently
changed
thier
situation.
They said it was not realistic to
consider
holding
further
negotiations in the limelight of
publicity. and that Israel was
considering other negotiating
forums, including secret contacts or
another summit.
Begin said Israel was deferring a
decision on whether to send
Defense Minister Ezer Weizman
back to Cairo for a renewed session
of the military round of the talks
until he hears from Vance about his
meeting with Sadat.
U.S. officials said Sadat may not
give a definite answer on resumption of the political talks until
Saturday, when he is to address the
Egyptian Parliament.
Israeli government officials said
the breakdown of the conference
meant
"the end of the
honeymoon" that began with
Sadat 's visit to Jerusalem in
November.
They think Sadat is coming under
extreme pressure from his Arab
allies ·and probably would prefer
what the Israelis call a forum that is
"less conspiciuous" for the 'substantive negotiations.

Belt Drive for under $50. Pioneer's bestseller the
PL 112D is yours for practically nothing. Believe it buy
it! Manual operation.
'
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TURNTABLE
AND
BASE ONLY
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And the savings continue. The Sale of Sales, our salute
to 1978, brings the Top Names in stereo to you at
fantastic savings. Choose from hundreds of outstanding TDK PLAYS AND SINGS
SAC·90 Cassette brings the best qualibuys during our Greatest Stereo Sale of the Year. Hurry The
ties of your cassette deck out and does it
in and save now because prices are going up. Quantities magnificently. Stock up! Super Avilyn
Formula.
LIMITED SUPPLY
limited on some items.
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Cash Price
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The B1gston BSD 300 makes the finest
cassette deck for the price. Dolby, Twin
Vu·Meters, Bias equalization and so CONSUMER RATED
much more you won't be disappointed. "BE.ST BUY"
Get it? Get it!

IT'S YOUR CHOICE
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Whether you go 8 track or cassette here's the inexpensive way
to go.Sanyo's RD8020 or 4550
have features that are value
plus for you. Dual Meters, tape
adjustments, digital corenters,
and so much more. Pick one up,
new!

FRI 10·9
SUN 11·5

YOURCHOI!99 78
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SUPER CAR SYSTEM
CHOOSE IT, IJOW!
~~~~;:::J
Sanyo makes car stereo easy to
own. Choose 8 track or
cassette plus AM/FM Stereo
and away you go. The FT870 or
480 are In· Dash Units you'll
really enjoy. The Powerhouse II
adds clean power to bring
Pioneer's TS690 the sounds of
exceptional music. Altogether,
now!

If purchased separately $944
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Vance to Cairo With Plan
CAIRO, Egypt lUPI)
President Anwar Sadat Thursday
turned to the United States to
salvage his aborted Middle East
peace initiative. Sadat accused
Israel of bringing the talks to a
"dead end" and called for a fresh
start.
Arab diplomats said Sadat's
abrupt decision to break off the
peace talks in Jerusalem was partly
due to his disillusionment with U.S.
failure to get Israel to accept his
two key demands - Israeli withdrawal from Arab lands and
Palestinian self-determination.
Sadat met his foreign minister
and chief negotiator at the
collapsed Jerusalem peace talks and
afterwards issued a statem_ent which
said, "It has become clear that the
Israeli position is pushing the peace
efforts to a dead end."
Prime Minister Mehahem Begin,
who said the future of the talks was
now "up to Egypt," met for 75
minutes Thursday with Secretary of
State Cyrus Vance, who will carry a
proposal to Cairo Friday for
reconvening the negotiations.
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Feature-packed and power to bring the con!~

the Union Address, president Carter endorsed a
modification of the Consumer Protection Agency.
"1 am strongly commited to such legislation and
regard its enactment as one of this year's primary
legislative priorities,'' the president said.
He also promised a 10 per cent increase in government spending to protec the environment and
detailed a new program to preserve unique features of
the nation's natural and cultural heritage.
'.'One of my deepest personal commitments is to a
clean, healthy environment for all of our citizens," the
president said.
Government will devote' additonal attention to
finding ways to equitably enforce environmental Jaws
passed by Congress in 1977, including the new Strip
Mining Law, amendments to the Clean Air Act and
the new Clean Water Act, the President said.
He also promised to created a cabinet-level
department of education as part of the administration's drive to streamline federal government.
Carter said he would ask for a 14 per cent increase in
educational expenditures. He had asked for $9.3
billion for 1978.

Sadat Asks U.S. Aid
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For the limited budget. Pioneer's
SX450 AM/FM Stereo Receiver is a
beauty. Loudness, muting and more.
The Sansui SR222 Belt Drive Turntable is a masterpiece with base,
dustcover and cartridge. ECI's
Profile 600 Speakers feature big 12"
woofers for exceptional sound. Your
first hi-li at the low ·li price.
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New Mexico Clinical Education Program
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-Letters

Democracy for Rich,
What About Poor?

The Catbird's Seat
0

1st Week Blues
by Tim Gallagher

I
It'll inevitable. The lazy, lollygagging days of December melt into the
new year. Then January's first two weeks become a memory just like
the New Year's Days hangovers.
.
You've vowed you'd never do either again, but you do. You'll drink
and get hungover again, and sure enough, when mid-January comes
upon you, you're back in school. No more sleeping until noon. End of
Nerf Hoop basketball. Instead of watching "$20,000 Pyramid" you're in
the SUB eating lunch. You won't know if Mrs. Chancellor's marriage to
Derrick will work out and break Jill's heart. No matter. You can pick it
up again at spring break. They'll still be doing the same thing.
The semester break always ends too soon and classes start again.
After starting about eight semesters like this one, certain patterns begin
to emerge for the observant. This semester was no different.
MONDAY MORNING AT NINE, The patterns began to take shape.
Familiar aqua green computer excretions called rolls accompany the
teacher into the classroom but even before that it's the same old thing.
"Hi, how ya' doin? IOh no, he's in this class.) How was your break?
I Didn't invite me t,o that New Year's Eve party and thanks for the
Christmas present I never got.)
"So whatcha' been up to.? II hear Cindy gave you the boot.) Ah, I'm.
sorry to hear that. You guys seemed to be getting along pretty well."
ENOUGH OF THAT. Whats his face is clearing his throat.
"I'm passing out the syllabuses, or syllabi, however they say it. This
is English 347 - Great American Suhpla1s. My name is Mister Chavez.
You can call me doctor, or you can call me Mister Chavez, or you can
call rt~e professor, or you can call me "Jack." Call me anything, but
don't call me late for dinner."
Oh God, it's another winner.
The more fortunate among us wind up with zealous Mary Tyler
Moore types. The cowl neck sweater, the skirt from Goldwater's and
the cheap costume jewelry. After passing out the book list totalling $25,
1;he tells you she tried to keep it reasonable.
ANOTHER THING THAT ALWAYS happens is these flakes always
pass out suggested reading lists which you've got about as much a
chance of encountering as you've got of getting Super Bowl tickets.
"Obviously I don't expect you to read every book on the list, but it
would be to your advantage to familiarize yourself with the first 16."
Doesn't familiarize yourself with mean the same thing as read?'
At least one teacher will take a blast at television. One more will
complain about the dean. Still another will say the class is closed, but if
you keep corning you're sure to squeeze in. All this while someone else
is whispering, "My sister's boyfriend took this class, went only four
times, wrote two out of the four papers and flunked a test and still got a
C. It can't be too hard."
"I DO TAKE ATTENDANCE, so it will hurt you if you're not
planning on being here too often," the voice says.
In the registration center immediately after the class, you see a
number of familiar faces as you drop the class.
Let's see, if you drop this class, you can pick up 3B7, and there's two
sections open. Oh HE's teaching that section. For-get it. He only gave
me a C last time. If I take the other one, I'll have to drop the scuba
diving class, but I can pick up elementary bicycle mechanics. That
should be an easy A.
In line the spacey-looking guy in front of you with the roll-up jeans is
talking to glassy-eyed girl in the danskin top. "Well, like I was really
into this existential trip and I told Florsheim that Nietzche was my bag,
but he said the class was going to be taught from his knowledge and he
was into Locke and those libertarians, so I just said, like forget it man,
and told him I'd drop the course. I was just taking it for something to do
until I get a job."
THOSE COMPUTERS WOULD BE pretty neat in one of those
pinball arcades. Drop a quarter in and try to set up a schedule in 14
seconds. Bonus time if you hit three in a row without a "CLOSED."
Finally at the front. He punches in these numbers and the machine
starts blinking like crazy. What do you mean I've been disenrolled?
Sure, I mailed my tuition right after "Tattletales." Or was .I playing Nerf
basketball with Joey that day?
The patterns are all too alike.
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Mt<. P!JKE, I'M 7HINKING

Ot= B&CIJM!Ne A REfJOI<:TeR.

· Editor:
In Monday's LOBO Mr. J.J.N. Martinez raised serious questions
about work I've recently completed on ethnicity and school
achievement. Since a number of readers may not have had access to
the original report, I'd like to summa rile what was done and concluded.
My major purpose was to test the Jensen hypothesis that achievement
is essentially a racial matter; minorities do poorly by reason of their
ethriicity.
Two key analyses were conducted. First New Mexico's school were
considered from Jensen's point of view, and it was found that schools
with larger numbers of Spanish-surnamed pupils showed lower levels
of achievement, thus confirming Jensen's position. But in the second
analysis the socio-economic variables of family income, adult education
level, and unemployment were also taken into account. In 'the presence
of these powerful forces, ethnicity became insignificant as so far as
achievement was concerned. Thus, Jensen's hypothesis was rejected.
That is, school achievement is a function of socio-economic elements
and not ethnicity.
These findings lead me to question current school practices, be they
"regular," innovative or bilingual; they are not providing our children
with the education to which they are entitled. The problem lies in
finding effective methods for teaching c;hildren who are poor, regar- ~
dless of ethnic background. Such efforts are far more likely to help
minority children than shrill rhetoric or senseless innuendo.
James G. Cooper
Professor of Educational Foundations.
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G/VE3 SOM!iONe tll/10 IS
-----.... V/JST STIIKT" /NGOtJT?

Editor:
Democracy, or rather the rule by the common man, and a bill of
rights is what this country was founded on .. In fact, Jefferson wrote
into the Declaration of Independence "The pursuit of happiness" ... and
not "The pursuit of property". He also wrote into the Declaration a call
for abolishment of slavery. The U.S. was founded on the principle of
"one man-one vote," and that each person was intelligent, educated,
"an expert" and capable of deciding for himself. Of the ten bill of rights
Jefferson proposed, only one was adopted: the right of freedom from
standing armies.
But in fact is that what is happening? Is in fact democracy now for
and by the rich, while those who are poor must worry so much about
"bread and butter"- that they have to "sell" their right to participate in
democracy? Do we have an economy based upon "one dollar-one
vote?" Is it constitutional to have only one per cent of all U.S. families
owning 80 per cent of all corpurate stock? Is it in violation of the bill of
rights to have a few making private decisions, when those decisions
should be made by everyone; especially when those decisions
deliberately create starvation in Latin America, or nuclear waste
capable of destroying this planets genetic system, except maybe for
cock roaches? Do corporations have a management structure which is
anti ·deomcratic, but are more like a corporate monarchy? Is a corporate
presidenJ, ~really a corporate king? Are corporations above the constitution when a TV station owner says "we are in this business to make
a profit ... we print the news that pays." Has in fact the profit motive
become "taxation without representation," where those who pay it
oppose .big bu~iness profit, an~ those who b~nefit support it? Why do
b1g busmess f1ght so hard against small busmess? Whey do we have

CoFF.I

THIS CONCOCTION OF
HONEY AND LEMON
SHouLD SToP THAT
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Blue Ribbon CommiSSion to study the problem of
private personal use and possession of marijuana.
Once again your reporter, Dolores Wood, didn't
bother to check the facts.
Concerning the claim of the C of C that they did not
vote, this is just one big misunderstanding. Apparently
Tom Champion the Chambers official representative
to the Federation, neglected to keep the C of C informed as to what was happening with the
Federation, what issues would be coming up, and
what the C of C's commitment was to the f'ederation.
We hope that the Chamber will continue as a
member of the Federation. Their expertise and advise,
and the opportunity for other community
organizations to interface with the Chamber is invaluable to the Federation and to the community at
large.
We are naturally quite upset that all this has !ranspired and trust that the C of C will understand that
this was a misunderstanding and hope that we will
continue to have their support and involvement.
I would suggest though that your reporters take a
little more care next time, as it is unfair to all parties
involved when your stories do not fully reflect the
truth and do not represent the views of both parties.
Alex Kaplan
Chairperson Albuquerque Federation
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PEG Explains
Editor:
This letter is in response to George Gesner's inept opinion on the
supposedly bad job the Popular Entertainment Committee has done this
last semester. It is true that the number of shows we have had in the fall
semester was down from our normal. But the reasons Mr. Gesner
states are pure fantasy. Let me explain why the number of shows this
last semester has decreased.
First, we spent the beginning of the semester in a fight with Athletic
Director Lavon McDonald over whether the students would put on
Arena shows or whether the Athletic Department would. If this is new
to you, it is because the LOBO and Mr. Gesner neversawfitto run any
article what-so-ever on the issue. The Albuquerque Journal ran a huge
story on it but apparently Mr. Gesner didn't care or worse, didn't even
know. By the way, we won that battle and will continue to bring the
best shows to the Arena.
Now, Johnson Gym is the only recreation facility (besides Carlisle
Gym) on campus. The Popular Entertainment Committee is only
allowed to schedule shows on Sundays. Even on Sundays we compete
with wrestling and gymnastics programs. The Arena is only available
from April until October which cuts out most of the school year. And
our other facility, Popejoy Hall, is the only Fine Arts facility in
Albuquerque. Popejoy Hall is either booked for a show or rehearsals
nearly every night of the year. Acts touring the country will have usually
three days leeway to do a show in Albuquerque. So you can see that
we are limited to a very few open dates to try and fit touring acts into
our facilities. Even with these problems I will match the Popular
Entertainment Comrniittee records as to acts presented to any
university in the c6untry, and we will do as well or better. The Popular
Entertainment Committee makes money {over $200,000.00 in six yeArs)
in doing shows where most universities lose money (i.e. New Mexico
State allocates $50,000.000 from student monies each year).
In case Mr. Gesner has forgott!'!n, let me list the shows we have had
in the 1st 13 months: Bagles, Fleetwood Mac, Peter Frampton,
Renaissance, Leo Kottke, E.L.O., Grover Washington, George Bensen,
Jesse Collin Young, The Grateful Dead, War and Bonnie Raitt.
If Mr. Gesner would like to be helpful, then perhaps he could start
advocating for a new facility to handle the numerous offers we receive.
But apparently Mr. Gesner would rather sit in his office and write tripe
than to discuss issues with Wyatt Moore or myself. It does seem funny
that neither Wyatt nor myself were ever contacted about this opinion or
·
about the hypothetical problems he points out.
Tom Hogg Ill
Assistant Dean of Students
Ex-Officio of the PEC
I EDITOR'S NOTE: We would like to refer Mr. Hogg to our files where
he will find an extensive history of the battles between the PEC and the
lords of the Arena. The Journal, after missing the story for several
years, caught on last fall, while the LOBO had followed the fight for
yeats and editorially supported the PEC.)

'

Ed1tor:
The front page article printed in the LOBO on Jan,
18 entitled "Pot Vote Brings C of C Resignation" was
not only misleading, but it was down right untrue.
While admittedly some of what was said was true,
other points in the story have no foundation in fact at
all. I would like to address those points as I feel that
the reporter who wrote the story has unfairly
represented the Albuquerque Federation to UNM
students and faculty.
Firstly, the purpose of the Federation which is clearly
stated in the by-laws, is not that of citizens watchdog
committee, but rather to research and take positions
on relevant public issues so as to bring about an informed citizenry. And to influence public issues so as
to achieve the positions favored by the Federation.
We see ourselves as an organization devoted to doing
what is \best for the citizens of Albuquerque rather
than that of monitoring local government. Perhaps if
Dolores Wood had taken the time to talk with the
officers of the Federation she wo_uld have understood
exactly what we were trying to do.
Secondly the vote taken had absolutely nothing to
do with putting the question of marijuana
decriminalization on the ballot, but rather recom·
mended that the Mayor and City Council establish a
·
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What Jefferson meant when he said we should be. a "nation of
farmers" is we should have local democratic control of our lives ... and
especially have self-sufficiency for our basic energy needs ... that is a
new bill of right: the right of self-sufficiency. But to claim that
Albuquerque's economy (including banks and utilities) would be under
local democratic processes land free from big state government, big
federal government, and big business) can not be "labeled radical,"
these are conservative ideals written into the constitution.
Martin Nix
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TURNER TOP YACHTSMAN
NEW YORK Outspoken
baseball club owner Ted Turner
Thursday was named yachtsman of
the year.
Turner 39, successfully defended
the America's cup last September.
It marked the third time Turner
has won the coveted yachting
award.
Jan O'Malley of Mantoloking,
N.J., was named yachtswomen of
the year, also for an unprecendented third season. She
captured the first world woman's
sailing championship at . Hayling
Island, England, in. 420's and won
the duck boat world title in 1977.

support, especially ~n the state for the Employment Security
Commission.
NUIJ"&titqr:
senate's finance committee.
"We're looking at county, city
An estimated 30 to 40 work-study
The bill has also the support of
positions currently held by student . the ASUNM Disabled American and state agencies that can afford
veterans may be open to non- Veterans, The American GI Forum workers on a a part time basis.
veteran students ne)\t year if a bill Executive
Committee,
The There will be jobs in many fields,
providing for parttimc employment Democratic Central Committee and including clerical and data
of New Mexico veterans is passed the Bernalillo County Executive processing. But it depends on what
we are able to develop when we see
by the state legislature.
Committee,
.The bill, sponsored by Sen. Ben· · The state agencies will be hiring what the agencies' needs are," he
Altamirano of Silver City, wilf the veterans on a partime basis at a' said.
Anaya said the bill was inprovide $1 million on a matching sala,ry corresponding to job diftroduced
to the legislature on
funds basis to state agencies to hire ficulty, Anaya said. "If a vet is
Wednesday.·
veterans who are full time·students.
hired as a data processor, then he'll
Dr. Mike Wheeler, coordinator be paid. whatever a data processor
for the UNM Veterans, said he gets paid."
estimated there were between 30
To be eligible for the program
. FIRST
LADY
HONORS·
and 40 veterans currently in the veterans must be enrolled full time
SCIENTIST
University work-study program in courses of study approved for
WASHINGTON Rosalynn
"But that is a very low estimate.," federal education benefits. ·
Carter will help dedicate a comhe said.
The jobs involved would have to
memorative
13-cent
stamp
ASUNM Senator Rick Anaya, be with agencies that could utilize Singing Doctor
honoring the late Dr.George N.
who is lobbying for the bill, said the experience of the veteran on a
Cincinnati (UPI) - Heavy snow
Papanicolaou, who developed the
"We're optimistic about it." parttimebasis,saidJosephAragon,
forced Dr. Jerry Sutkamp to close
Anaya said the bill has a lot of state mandatory listing coordinator his office, but the doctor tried to "Par( test for diagnosing cancer in
women.
cheer up his patients by singing to
The first lady volunteered to take
them over the telephone.
part in a White House ceremony to
Callers to Sutkamp's suburban
express her "concern that
Bellevue, KY., office heard the
American women avail themselves
doctor sing in a recorded message.
of medical tests that reveal the
"Oh, the weather outside is ·presence of cancer early enough to
dreadful, but the storm is so
be treated successfully," the postal
delightful, but since it has got to
service said Thurssday.
snow, let it snow, let it snow, let it
Papanicolaou's famous "Pap"
,
snow.''
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test has been credited with savinf
the lives of thousands of women by
~aking possible early detection of
certain forms of cancer.
The stamp will go on sale in
Washington on the ceremony date,
which will be announced later.
KISSINGER RAPPED
MOSCOW- The government
newspaper Izvestia Thursday accused former U.S. Secretary of
State Henry Kissinger of selling out
to anti-Communist propagandists
in his debut as a broadcaster.
Izvestia gave Kissinger a political
panning on his first of five
television appearances on the ·
National Broadcast Co. as a
commentator on international
affairs. It said he "managed to
fabricate new anti-Communist and
anti-Soviet sensations."
Izvestia said Kissinger -ignored
statements by western Communist
parties that they have no part in the
actions of leftist extemists and
anarchists and that he contended
terrorist activities were financed by
Communists.
"Even worse," it said, "At the
conclusion of the program he even
allowed himself some absurd hints
of terrorists are directed from the
Soviet Union and other socialist
countries."
MINOW PBS NOMINEE
WASHINGTON Newton
Minow, who as chairman of the
Federal Communications Commission once described television as
a "vast wasteland," Thursday was
nominated to be chairman of the
Public Broadcasting Service.
Minow, a Chicago attorney, is a
member of the PBS board of
directors. His nomination will be
acted on by the full board on Feb. 3
in New Orleans.
If approved as expected, Minow
would take over in June from
Ralph Rogers, who has been PBS
chairman since it was reorganized
as a membership organization in
1973.

Tax Credit
For Tuition
Opposed
WASHINGTON (UP!) - The
administration Thursday strongly
opposed granting a tax credit for
college tuition, calling it an expensive approach that would
fragment other educational aid
programs.
The opposition to the tax credit
came in testimony to a Senate
finance subcommittee by Dick
Warden, assistant. secretary for
legislation of the Department of
Health, Education and Welfare and
by Donald Lubick, acting assistant
treasury secretary for tax policy.
They were supported by a letter
from HEW Secretary Joseph
Califano, who said the idea of using
tax credits for education aid "is so
seriously flawed that it should be
rejected.
College tuition tax credit
proposals have been gradually
gaining strength over the past few
years, and have passed one or the
other house of Congress at various
times although they have never
survived the entire legislative
process.
All three officials asked the
subcommittee to withhold considera'tion of a tax credit until all
basic
education
assistance
programs are considered.
"The administation is serious
about taking prompt and effective
action to relieve real financial
problems facing families with
students
in college,"
said
Cali fa no's letter. "We firmly
believe, however, that the most"
effective way to provide such aid is
through direct expenditures for
student financial aid programs."
• Lubick noted that tuition tax
' credits would be a drain on the
treasury. A $250 credit would cost
$1.2 billion, he said.
"A credit is an improperly
··targeted and inefficient method of
providing such assistance," he said.
In General, a credit allows a
taxpayer to subtract a certain
amount directly from taxes owed,
as opposed to a deduction which is
subtracted from income before
taxes are calculated.
Legislation proposed by Sens.
Bob Packwood, R-Ore., Patrick
Moynihan, D-N. Y ., and Richard
Schweiker, R-PA., calls for tuition
tax relief that would cover all levels
of education. Sen. Bill Roth, RDel., is backing a bill limited to
college students.
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Packwood's measure, cosponsored by Moynihan, would be
the most far-reaching. It would
provide a tax credit of 50 per cent
of tuition costs up to $500 per
s•udent.

(cont. from paQ:e 1)

Ex-Deckhand Dictates

McKenna said he adjusted
quickly to the UNM job because the
original secretaries in Davis' office,
Carolina LeBlanc and Emma
Blythe, gave him a good deal of
help.
They now look like they could
use some help because McKenna's
non-stop humor has them rolling
their eyes and groaning frequently.

"I've got a weird sense of humor,"
he says with smiling Irish eyes.
"Just give me a bottle of whiskey
and I'm happy."
With or without the whiskey, the
three secretaries work together well.
Carolina complains, however, that
Brendan's publicity is going to his
head. Tonight at 7 p.m. on Channel
5, "UNM Voices" will present a
segment about three male UNM

employees who arc working in
traditionally female jobs. McKenna
is one of' the employees the program
centers on.
McKenna said that when he first
started working, "I got the feeling
that the people who'd walk into the
office would think I was in charge.
They wouldn't come to. me, they'd
always go to the two women."
He savs the sexual stereotyping

Roth's proposed $250 tax credit,
limited to college tuition, wax
approved by the Senate last year as
a rider to the social security
financing bill but was scuttled in
con fcrence.
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(cont. from page i)

vice-president of Student Affairs,
said, "I think there is a changing
attitude on all levels about the
mr.rijuana issue. ! don't notice any
rtagrant violations of Ne\\ Mexico
laws by our students. I don't see it
as a problem or an abuse for
students."

McKenna is a firm believer in
equal rights for equal pay.
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If the credit were larger than the
tax liability or the parent had no
taxes - as in the case of the very
poor- the difference or the entire
amount would be refunded.
The Roth and Schweiker bills
would provide a tax credit of $250
for each child in college. Schweiker's, however, carries an
optional deduction of up to $1,000
for tuition paid per eligible individual.

spurred him to do some research.
"I found out that after the Civil
War, there wasn't a single women
working for the government in a
secretarial or clerical position. It
was only after that, that the dames
started working into these jobs and
look how far they've come."
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$250.00
Garrard 9908 Fully automatic with deluxe base,
tinted dust cover and Shure
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Kenwood KX-620
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$100
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Sharp RT-1155
program search system
Sugg. List $220.00
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Thorens TD 165C worlds
finest manual belt drive

$155

SOME ITEMS LIMITED SO HURRY!

Sugg. List
$200.00
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As the lights come up we see our hero picking up his
books in preparation to enter Mitchell Hall, when
suddenly a mysterious stranger ~pproaches and

.,..,".,_. "Pardon me."
.
"Huh?"
''Thinking of joining
a fraternity?"
"'\Vell I was just-"
"That's what I thought.
Why don't you sign up
for Formal Rush~ Friday
January 27 thru Sunday
January 29."
"Well I was just-"
"Sure, you want to know
more. Well stop by the
Iuter Fraternity Council
office across from "AGORA"
or just call Student
Activities in the SUB
at 277-4006."
--The End-act was brought to you by a grant from the Inter
Fraternity Conueil Of UNM.
a==·===='~~~

Throughout the program, the
show stayed strictly to "family
entertainment." Lawrence Welk
would have approved fully,
especailly with the closing act when
bubbles floated down from the
heavens. The show was pure
shamaltz, sentimentally endorsing
traditional relationships and giving
strong support to the "happy"
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RX-7707 AM/FM
with touch tuning FM
Sugg. List $500.00

It's A Skater's Holiday
By ROBERT SPIEGEL
Where else can you see disco
dancing; the "Sesame Street"
muppets; Hawaii with torches,
dancers and a live volcano; plus an
old time caberet all in one show,
and on ice skates yet• Holiday On
Ice opened Wednesday night at
Tingley Coliseum on the State Fair
grounds. The show featured
spectacular lighting and costumes,
and ·some excellent ice skating.
This year's production of
Holiday On Ice features champion
Jimmy Crockett and Olympic silver
metal winner Dianne de Leeuw. All
the solos in the show were excellent
yet it was the choreographed pieces
that were the most totally entertaining.
The show also includes two nice
comic pieces by the clown act of
Biddy and Baddy. Their humor was
of the usual circus and rodeo sort,
but these guys were actually funny.
A group called the Baker Family
also did a routine that was both
funny in its action and impressive in
its skating.
Spectacle was the emphasis of the
two and a half hour s{}ow. The
lighting, costumes and scenery were
lavish and colorful. Using multicolored spotlights, elaborate stage
lights and blacklights, the show was
dazzling at times, especially in the
finale. Wendell kept saying, "I
wish the Lobo printed color
photos."
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RX-102MKII
Sugg. List $190.00
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Rote! RP-3000 Direct Drive
Sugg. List $220.00

$155
I!IJil~
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American family.
Likewise, the music was easy
listening: safe and oh-so soft. But
at least it was live. Even if the level
of the entertainment might be
difficult to swallow, the skating was
excellent and a good spectacle is
always fun.
Editor's note: "Holiday On Ice"
continues through Sunday.

FRM-1A
Sugg. Ust$210.00
Sale Price $155.00
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FRM-2
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Sale Price $125.00

Pioneer PL-1170 Top of the
line fully automatic belt
drive.
Pioneer
PL-550
Lock Direct Drive
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Pioneer CT-2121 comes
with walnut ·case
Sugg. List $250.00
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Sansui6060
Sugg. List $420.00

.
San.su.L:

GETA GREAT PIONEER
HIGH FIDELITYSYSfEM

COMPLETE WITH

A PLACE TO PUT IT.

Sansui
SC-3000W
SC-2000W
Both with

Micro-Acoustics FRM-3
Puts the music where'
you want it and quality
worth a ten year warrant)j
Sugg. List $135.00

Your Price
List
$245.00
$380
$215.00
$335
wooden cabinets

I!DPIONEER'
CE-'1
COMPONENT ENSEMBlE

lndw.Jes;

• SA-65001ntegr.Jtcddf11Jiif~ •whh 25 watts percll.tnncl
minimum RJI.iS dl Sohms I rom 20to 20,000 Ht with no rroorcth<:m 0.1 'liotOli!l Mrmonkdistonk:ln.
• TX-'iJSOOAM'FM">tereOtuncrwith 1.9uVsensltMcy.60dB
selcdivhy.

• PL·\12Dbelt-drivetumt.ablewilh(dnrklge.
• SE·205swreoheddphones.
• P.:~ir of Proiect60A. twO'Wi!Y speaket""systems
• HandSOfrlt' w<alnut gralned,vllf)i tlnls.h shell unit to hold
C:Clf1'1'01"1Cnt i!nd "-!Cords.

This system features Ultralinear's model 66
3-way speaker powered by the truely musical
Sansui 221 AM/FM stereo receiver and the best
buy rated Garrard 440M fully automatic turntable complet~;~ with Pickering magnetic phono
'cartridge.
Sugg. List $475.00

$485.
$17.00 mo.*
Pioneer CE-1
Sugg. List $805.00
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Rotel RX-202MKII AM/FM stereo 1'eceiver
puts out 20 watts per channel to cleanly drive
Mesa's 40 loud speaker with Vicom control
and bass reciprocator. Garrard's New GT-10
belt drive turntable with Stanton's 500 stereo
phono cartridge.
Sugg. List $660.00

IHSYANT CREDIT
Inquire tor details

"lndtcales m1nrnum monltlly payment on our
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revQIVing charge plan Annual percentage rate

IS 18% APR billed monthly ai 1 V1%monlhly

WAREHOUSE SOUND PRICE GUARANTEE:
IF YOU FIND EXACTLY THE SAME SYSTEM

AVAILABLE FAOM AN AUTHORIZED
DEALER StLLING FOR L!:SS 1N NEW
MEXICOWilHIN 30 DAYS WE WILL
REFUND THE otFFERENCE PLUS A
RIGHTEOUS 10'%. (applies to n~w models)
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Vinyl Ttacks Ptesents:

Weekend movie Guide
Compiled By K.L. WALSTON
AND GEORGE GESNER

Student Activities A

~~"I"

· Presents

West Side Story: Romeo and
Juliet roam the streets of New York
City snapping their fingers, gang
fighting and singing a song. Natalie
Wood stars in the highly acclaimed
musical with the score by Leonard
. Bernstein and choreography by
Jerome Robbins. Showtimes are
6:45 and 9:20 p.m. at Don Panchos.
The Goodbye Girl: Richard
Dreyfuss fares wei)' fn this Neil
Simon comedy. Some say it's the
performance that will bring Oscar
to his dP.serving hands. Showtimes
are 7:30 and 9:45 p.m. at the
Hiland.
Turning Point; It is the most
artistically satisfying movie. of the
year. Anne Bancroft and Shirley
MacLaine prove that old actresses
don't fade away, but get better.
Two dazzling acting and dancing
performances are turned in by
Leslie Browne and Mikhail
Baryshnikov. Show times are 7:15
and 9:30p.m. at the Lobo.
I•ete's Dragoo: It's milk and
cookie time again as another Walt
Disney film hits the screens.
Showtimes are noon, 2:25, 4:50,
7:15 and 9:40p.m. at Coronado 4.
Semi Tough: This is not a movie
about truckers or halfwits. Burt
Reynolds proves that he is a total
man and that Kris Kristofferson
isn't. Jill Clayburgh makes some of
the movie worthwhile at the
Coronado 4 at I: 10, 3:20, 7:40 and
9:50
Oh, God: In the beginning there
was George Burns and somebody
realized a profit could become of

VIDEOTAPES
Starring

Jimi Hendrix
Jan 23·29
An ASUNM, Student Activities Production

10-3 pm D<llly
In r.l•aa Loung•ln Th N.E. Corn•r OfTh• Sub
f'lcron Ftom Ptonto•
A Student Activities Production

Students with ID
$1.25every

Mon & Tue

Shirley ffi<lcL<llne
Looking For Mr. Goodbar:
Diane Keaton gets depress.ed and
goe shopping for a .Sealy
Posturepedic. She finds that hard
mattresses are easy to come by at
the Cinema East at 7 and 9:30p.m.
World's Greatest Lover: You
won't find him at the Cinema East
at 7:40 and 9:35
The Gauntlet: Clint Eastwood
and Dirty Harry go their separate
ways in this fantasy film starring
the beautiful and talented Sondra
Locke. Showtimes are 7:30 and
9:35p.m. at the Fox-Winrock.

The Spy Who Loved Me: Now
that we're back to Bond, we can
talk about adventure., espionage
and international intrigue. A
Russian agent forms an emotional
bond with our beloved agent 007.
Showtimes. are 7 and 9:30 p.m. at
the Galeria Twin.

··-------------- Please clip and save ------------·-.
'
Wed, Jan 18, thru Tues, Jan 24
Judy Garland & Margaret O'Brien

I

(Color)

at7:30

1944

·

Fred Astaire & Ginger Rogers

THE BARKLEYS OF BROADWAY at9:30
(Color)

1949

Wed, Jan 25, thru Tues, Jan 31

THE MARX BROTHERS
"The Big Store"

RlchClrd Dreyfuss

1941

Which Way Is Up: Richard Pryor
is undergoing a triple personality at
the M Plaza at I :30, 3:30, 5:30,
7:30 and 9:30p.m.
The Incredible Melting Man:
He's just another pretty face that
will melt your heart away. The
show starts today at the M Plaza
and Coronado 45.

LAUREL AND HARDY
"The Cavil's Brother"

1933

"The Barbershop"

1933

Wed, Fob 1, thru Tues, Feb 7
Katharine Hepburn & Cary Grant

BRINGING UP BABY

1938

I
I
I
I
I
I

Rudolph
Valentino in

I
I

Katharine Hepburn & Ginger Rogers
STAGE DOOR 1937

I

'·

Blood and Sand
Frida_y 9:30 and 11:30
students $1.00/general $1.50

Wed, Fob 8, thru Tues, Feb 14
Marie Dressler
John Barrymore
Jean Harlow
DINNER AT 8 1933
Jeanette MacDonald & Nelson Eddy

NAUGHTY MARIETTA

1935

~---------------------------------~--

Saturdo_y:

The marx Brothers
in Room Setvlce

General
$1.50
Students
$1.00

7:00
and
9:15

()N THE BIG SCREEN AT THE
SUNSHINE THEATRE
Central at 2nd 242·9741 Acres of Parking
Matinees every Wednesday at 1 :00 PM

'

.';,.
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Harr_y Langdon's All Night Long

Joni ffiitchell

Across The Great Divide: In 1876
they dared to cross Kate Smith's
cleavage. "With hope and courage
they clung to their dream." The
film shows at Hoffmantown and
Far North Cinema.
The Choirboys: It's vulgar,
offensive, satirical, hilarious and
fast-paced. Some call it the worst
film of the year. But, if you haven't
read the book the movie isn't that
bad. Showtimes are 2, 4:30, 7 and
9:30 p.m. at the Louisiana Blvd.
Cinema.
Star Wars: Darth Vader seeks
arfirmative aaction at the Louisiana
Blvd. Cinema ast 12:45, 3, 5:15,
7:30 and 9:45 p.m.
Saturday Night Fever: There's a
storm front on the dance floor at
the Lousisiana Blvd. Cinema at
12:30,2:45,5, 7:!5 and 9:40p.m.
Close Encounters of the Third
Kind: It's an encounter with destiny
at the Mall Cinema at 2, 4:30, 7 and
9:30p.m.

W. C. FIELDS

NOT GOING TO

tT /''

SIT IN

Pnrton

The Wackiest Wagon Train in
the West: Bob Denver and Forrest ·
Tucker hit the wild west searching
for San Clemente. Actually what
they find is a tropical island with a
cavalry post on it. The show plays
at Los Altos Twin, Eas.tdale,
Galeria Twin and Rio Rancho
Cinema.

Anne 8Clncroft

FASHION, I!M

Dolly

Heroes: Sally Field leaves the
convent to reform the Fonz and
raise baby worms. Unfortunately,·
they live happily ever after.
Showtimes are 7:30 and 9:45 p.m.
at the Los Altos Twin.

HOLLYWOOD MOVIES:
THE WAY THEY WERE
MEET ME IN ST. LOUIS

THE BETTER· SEX

this. And then there was John
Denver and Teri Garr. Coronado
Theatre showtimes are at I :40,
3:40, 5:40, 7:40 and 9:40p.m.

''I DoN'T CARC I
IT IS ALLlt-\E F

Concert Set
Leonard and Arlette Felberg will
present an evening of music for
violin and piano on Friday, Jan. 27
at 8:15 p.m. in Keller Hall in the
UNM Fine Arts Center.
The concert will begin with a
sonata by Bach and include "Suite
Italienne" by Stravinsky; "La
Gitana" by Kreisler; "Piece En
Forme De Habanera" by Ravel and
"Spanish Dance" by Sarasate. The
recital will close with "Sonata No.
3 in D Minor" by Brahms.
Tickets to the performance are
available at the Fine Arts Box
Office and admission will be $2 to
the general public and $1 to UNM
faculty, staff and senior citizens.

COPIES
Overnight
31/2cea
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... No Minimum· .
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Here You Come Again/ Dolly
Parton/ RCA APLI-2544
1· By K.L. WALSTON
She's foresaken Nashville, her
roots and has gone over to the slick
pop sound of California studios.
Here You Come Again is Dolly
Parton's second post-Nashville
album and supposedly her second
step in her climb toward superstardom. Unfo~unately, the album
fails in its attempt to distinguish
Parton as a pop star.
With the exception of the title
song, Parton's biggest selling single
to date, the album drags and is
basically dull. Here You Come
Again is filled with boring, slow
love ballads, all with orchestral
arrangements (the old family band
is gone). The worst cut on the
album, delivered in classic Parton
tearjerker style is "Me and Little
Andy." The song is enough to
repulse ·any listener as Parton
imitates a small abandoned child
left only with her puppy.
Parton's first post-Nashville
album, New Harvest, First
Gathering, is a much better attempt, as Parton uses pop songs,
but delivers them in her excellent
country-western style.
As with many vocalists, Parton's
range is limited. She is a much
better country-western singer than
pop singer, and sacrificing her true
talent in an egotistical struggle
toward stardom seems a waste.

Don Juan's Reckless is a bit excessive. Her piano over
Dauglzter/Joni Mitchell/Asylum the orchestration is nice, and the
Records BB-701
orchestra itself is fine, but the
By ROBERT SPIEGEL
combination just doesn't work. She
''The eagle and the serpant are at comes right back on side three with
war 111 me
"Otis and Marlena," a song of the
The serepaitt fighting for blind emptiness in contemporary life.
· Next, oddly enough, is an indesire
The eagle for clarity."
strumental, ''The Tenth World."
-Joni Mitchell.,
At first this piece, made up mostly
The struggle between blind desire of percussion, seemed out of place,
and clarity runs throughout Joni but the more I listen ... The side
Mitchell's Don Juan's Reckless closes with "Dreamland," which, I
Daughter. She di5plays an almost suppose, fittingly evolves from
reckless desire for freedom and "The Tenth World."
experience while attempting to
The title song opens the last side.
retain a clear view of herself. She "Don Juan's Reckless Daughter" is
keeps the struggle in a tight one of the most articulate songs
balance, creating a sharp tension I've heard that deals with multiple,
that helps make this one of Joni conflicting desires. "Restless for
MitchCll's finest albums.
the
streets
and
hanky
The desire accounts for the tonks/Restiess for home and
dynamic spirit of the album while 'routine. "The next 'song, "Off
the search for clarity gives the Night Backstreet," concerns the
record a precise focus. A new love and hate in an intense
"sound," featuring bassist Jaco relationship "I can feel your
Pastorius, gives her music an added fingers/ Feel my face/ There are
depth. J ani Mitchell, since For.! he some lines you put there/ And some
Roses, has been moving towards you erase." Know the feeling• The
jazz. Finally she has a jazz album.
album closes with "The Silky Veils
In a number of ways, Don Juan's of Ardor," which stylistically
Reckless Daughter is similar to reaches back to her first two
Stevie Wonder's Songs in the Key albums, Song To A Seagull and
of Life. Both of the records are Clouds.
double studio albums; both are the
Weather Report bassist J aco
accumulative effort of years of Pastorius has had an enormous
artistic growth; both incorporate a effect on this album. His bass work
variety of styles developed over a fits J oni Mitchell . perfectly.
long career; both are impeccably Working with the L.A. Express on
Dolly PClrton
produced and finally, both are her last few albums gave her a jazz
crowning achievements. There are feel, but working with Pastorius
some excesses on Don Juan's puts her right in the heart of jazz.
PARTICIPATE IN
Reckless Daughter but the bulk of And her voice itself has changed.
LANGUAGE RESEARCH
the record is the best Joni Mitchell Much like Dylan on Blood On the
Two
men age 25 to 32 natives
has ever done.
Tracks,
Joni Mitchell has
U.S.
who learned Spanish
of
The first side opens with developed a new voice to suit the
first and English about age
"Overture - Cotton Avenue, "a Words and music. All this together
6 to 10. $2.00 per hour
song of the need to get out, no makes for an impressively good
266-0320
after 4 PM
matter where. "They're dancing to album.
the Ia test beat while they' re hustling ~riiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii______iiiiiiiiiriiiii--iiiiiiii-iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii~iiW
and stztng you/On Cotton
Avenue." The song opens with an
abstract, extended jazz piece that
sets the persuasive mood of the
record. An exploration of the
dificulties in communication,
2108 CENTRAL SE
247·4414
"Talk to Me," follows. Joni
Mitchell is as disturbingly honest
and hard hitting as ever here: "Is
Pl11\
your silence golden? I Are you
\'1.-illi:ml lloldcn in
comfortable in it? /Is it the .key to
your freedom/Or is it the bars on
Jun22·24
Stalng (Sun Mat2:40) 7:20
your prison?" A new, enhanced
Wlgns (Sun Mat 4:50) 9:30
recording of "Jericho," which
appeared on her live album, Miles
of A isles rounds off the side
beautifully.
Side two consists of the 16
minute song, "Paprika Plains."
It's an excellent song, but the eight
or nine minute instrumental break

"'.....
00

CATCH
HIM
When he comes on screen
you know he's got it
Magic.
CBS·TV says that "seeing
him is Hke seeing Brando
or Newman or Stallone for
the first time."

Time Magazine cans him
a ''revelation".
Ills name is John Travolta.
Once you've seen him you'll
never
brnoL
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... Catch it
PARAMOUNT PICTUR£5 PR£5ENTS ICJHN TRAVOLTA KAREN LYNN GORNEY
"SATURDAY NIGHT fEVER". A ROBERT >TIC WOOD PRODUCTION
Screenplay by NORMAN Wi'XLER DJrected by IOHN BAD HAM
[:)(ecutlve Producer K£.VIN McCORMICK Produced by ROBERT S'rJGWOOD
Original mu~lc written and performed by the_ B~E GE;::E>:___ _
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Soundtrack album available on RSO Records
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VINYL
TRACKS

Jackie De Shannon

Vinyl Tracks is introduced
once again to you this
semester as our special record
review section. Once a week
we will present a group of
reviews with a common
theme or idea behind them.
Today we take a look at
the female vocalists of in•
terest. In the future we'll
have another special new ,
wave section, double live
albums, another International section and other
interesting topics.

The melodies are all accessibile,
You're The Only Dancer/Jackie but on the softer cuts, De Shannon
DeS/lannon/Amherst AMX:J OJ 0
doesn't seem to have the resonance
By GEORGE GESNER
and clarity one needs to shine on a
~all ad, such as the ones .represented
You- may remember Jackie De
on the album.
. Shannon and her big hit "Put A
. The uptempo cut& feature the
Little Love In Your Heart," but her
guitar work of John Leslie Hug and
new album offers a little more to De Shannon's vocals' are as strong
remember.
as they possible can be. De
De Shannon, following the
Shannon's originals are the
Ronstadt style, shines in her strongest cuts, yet there are fine
original uptempo material and a cut entries by the BecGees, McGee and
penned by Parker McGee and Steve Larry Gatlin. Best cuts are: "Don't
Gibson.
Let The Flame Burn Out," "To
Love Somebody," "I Just· Can't
Say No To You" snd "You're The
bnly Dancer." 8.'
PREPARE FOR:

.MCAT! OAT •LSAT • OMIT ...___,
GRE • OCAT • VAT· SAT
NMBI, II, Ill· ECFMG ·FLEX· VQE
NAT'L DENTAL BOARDS • NURSING BOARDS
Flexible Progr11ms & Hours

C£here IS a differcm~em
For Information Please Call:

294·0416

!

431 W. Colfax
Suite 405
Denver, Colorado 80204
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Donna Summer

IUIPUIN

EDUCATIONAL CENTER
TEST PREPARATION
SPECIALISTS SINCE 1938

Outside N.Y. State Only CALL TOLL FREE: 800·223·1182
Centers In Malor US Cities Toronto, Puerto Rico and Lugano, Switzerland

Jackie De Shannon

I A' 'WELCOME. BACK'' SALE
I
~

-v. .

The RJJI FL 1s
the first trulv high fidelltV cassette capable of vielding exceptional claritv and definition of sound. The Fuji gamma Ferric oxide t~pe formulation represents a major advance in
the world of magnetic
audio tape.

Once Upon A Time/Donna Summer/ Casablanca NBLP 7076-2
By GEORGE GESNER
Once upon a time there was a queen named Donna who, although she
had her roots in the land of disco, expanded her empire to encompass
many musical forms.
All fairy tales have happy endings and so it must be with Donna Summer's double album Once Upon A Time.
The title track introduces you to the haunting, feathery voice that can
only be called Summer. The disco beat is evident, but only serves as a
background for her music and not the primary force. When Summer
receives plaudits as being the disco artists of the year it seems to slight her
abilities at times. With producers, musicians and writers Giorgio Moroder
and Pete Bellotte, Summer has added extra dimensions to the disco music
scene as she seems to be taking herself out of that limited category.
The excellent title track segues into "Faster and Faster To Nowhere," a
piece that emphasizes the proverbial rat race. "Fairy Tale High" starts
rather weak with a bubblegum disco type of approach, but Moroder interrupts with his synthesizer with notes bouncing off the clouds like Jean
Michel Jarre's Oxygene.
Side two is the strongest side and the side that shows off Moroder's
keyboard wizardry and Summer's beautiful voice more than any other
side. "Now I Need You" and "Working On the Midnight Shift" are
powered solely by synthesizer work that seems like an encounter with
music out of our spheres and brilliant choral work. The music has a
positive infectious feeling about it that makes it hard to describe the joy
that overcomes one when listening to these beautiful sounds.
Side tlfree shows another side of Donna Summer. In" If You Got It,
Flaunt It" and "A Man Like You," she proves that she has the range and
strength to challenge the voices of Dionne WarwicR and Diana Ross. She is
proving herself, not only as a vocalist supreme, but as a musician as well.
She is not some Hollywood prototype of a sexy singing star. She loves
music and it shows.
The final side of the album is a wonderful happy ending. "Rumour Has
It" is the most rocking song on the records. There's some nice soaring
guitar lines with good orchestral developemtnt. In fact, the producion on
the album had to be magnificent to reach the artistic plane of this album.
Moroder an Bellotte's work with the orchestra is an achievment in itself.
The side also includes the first single off the album, "I Love You." Her
message is simple and clear. Summer comes back to the title track for the
finale. The theme is the same but the structure of the song is changed for
the better.
The theme starts with a beautiful piano introduction that ranks with the
ever-p<'pular theme from The Young and The Restless ["Nadia's

Theme'l

2PAK
ALBUQUERQUE
3500 Central Ave S l
255-3690

In
overall
performance
the Fuji Fl
is the finest
cassette
available today.

Tax Repeal "Nixed;
Credit Favored

Energy
~ Exhibition

·Instead of singing, she works a spoken delivery into the song which
emphasizes the lyrics ~nd seems to tell what Donna Summer is all about.
As she says, "She believed in what she dreamed in," and this a is a dream
come true.
Best Cuts: "Once Upon A Time,'' "Faster and Faster To Nowhere,"
"Now I Need You,'' "Working On The Midnight Shift," "Sweet
Romance,'' "I Love You,'' "Rumour Has IT" and (Theme) "Once Upon
A Time.'' A plus.

Frame and Art Market
•
•
•
•

ready made frames
custom framing
metal section frames
pre-cut mats and
mat boards

• art supplies
• original hand painted
oils & water colors
• fine prints

20°/o off

15°/o off

An Energy Fair designed to raise
the public's awareness of conservation opportunities in the home
will be sponsored by the
< Albuquerque Energy Conservation
Council (AECC), Jim. 25-29 at
Coronado Shopping Center, lower
level.
The fair will provide the public
the opportunity to learn how to ask
the
right questions
about
weatherizing their homes, sa1d
Ttwmas T. Shishman, AECC
chairman. Shishman is also director
of the New Mexico Energy Institute
at UNM, which will be an exhibitor
at the fair.
"Conserving energy in the home
isn't as simple as some people might
think,'' Shishman said. "Everyone
enjoys using their fireplaces, for
example, but they may not be
heating their homes. Older
fireplaces may need simple but
effective retrofits to provide additional heat. Or they may need to
be modified to draw outside air.''
Thirteen corporate, nonprofit
and government agencies will be
among the participants at the fair,
'and will include the Energy'
Extension Service, the Public
Service Company of New Mexico,
the Albuquerque departments of
transportation, water and environmental health, the Gas
Company of New Mexico, Sandia
Laboratories and the U.S.
Department of Energy.
The fair, which is free, and will
feature displays, films and
literature ranging from conservation
techniques
and
technologies to solar applications,
Shishman said.

By DOLORES WOOD
LOBO Staff Writer

IS
Title VII Graduate fellowships in bi-lingual(multicultural education are
available. Deadline Jan. 31, 1978. Contact office of Graduate Studies 277271 I.
Western Michi!lan University offers: $3,600 Fellowships, $42,000
Assistantships, and $4,000 Associateships. Deadline Fe~. I5, 1978.
Contact Lynzee 277-4467.

'

The Islamic Society is holding a Muslim Women's Tea at the International Center on Jan. 22 from 1 to 3:30p.m. Everyone is welcome.

Economics of Feminism is a small class dealing with the issues .that affect
your livelihood. It may well be what your economy needs. Monday,
Wednesday, Friday 1-1:50 p.m. Call Women Studies for information, 2773930.

Phone 268·147·1
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BOOTS

Come register to vote. Stop by the Rutherford for Lieutenant Governor
Committee table Wednesday and Thurdsday in the SUB.

Ladies' & Men's

F•·ee coffee and donuts for all graduate students on Wednesdays, 10 am
to 12 noon in the GSA lounge, 2nd floor in the SUB.

French classes for children and adults begin Feb. 4, every Saturday from
10:30 am to 11:20 am, on the first floor of Ortega Hall, Room 153. For
further information, call Monique at 277-5907 or 277-5535.
The Rutherford for Lieutenant Governor-UNM Commiltee will be
meeting Thursday night at 7:30 p.m. in room 250-C of the SUB. Ail interested students are invited to attend, or to drop by the Rutherford table
Wed. and Thurs. in the SUB. For further information, call255-2525.

UNM's Sigma chapter of Phi Alpha Theta (History Honorary Society)
will hold its first meeting of the Spring semester on Friday, Jan 27 at 3:30
p.m. in the History Department Lounge in Mesa Vista Hall, Room 1104.

90.1

The German for Children Program will begin Jan. 25 at the Wjlliams
Building, 10,000 Candelaria, NE. Registration will be on the first day of
class. The class is for kids between the ages of seven and 14.$15 for 14
lessons. Call J. Winter for further information, 294-i369.

Friday Jan. 20
Long player . a new album
featured at 7 p.m.
The Asylum Show - Madness, as
usual, but cowboy style from 9
p.m. to I a.m.

The Wagon Wheels Square.Dance Club will be dancing in the Ballroom
of the SUB every Thursday at 7:00 p.m. Everyone is invited-no experience is necessary.

-.;;;;;;;;;liiiiiliiiiiliiiiiliiiiiliiiii;;;;liiiii;;liiiii~iB(i;liiiii;;;;;;;;;;;;;;liiiii~

Saturday, Jan. 21
Hot Lix Oldies but Goodies
from 5 to 9 p.m.
The Ghetto - Sweet soul music
from 9 p.m. to I a.m.

Sunday,Jan.22
Morning Train - Black Gospel
music for one hour at 8:30a.m.
Max Liberty - Stories for kids of
all ages at 9:30a.m.
Something Classic - Featurning a
Stravinsky special at 10:30, from 10
a.m. to 5:30p.m.
International Folk Music at 5:30
The Singing Wire Music from
the Native American from 6:30 to 9
p.m.
The House the Jazz Built - Jazz
from 9 p.m. to I a.m.

Still looking for a place?

Unisex Design Center
exclusively by appointment----.

255·0166

Hours: Mon-Fri 9-5:30, Sat 10-5:30
(4 stores east of the Lobo Theatre)

~

Need off Campus housing? Apartments, houses or rooms available to
rent. See listings at the Dean of Students Office, Mesa Vista Hallll29.

7804 Central S.E.

3021-3023 Central Ave. NE

The governor's office has come
out against a proposal that the
receipts tax on food be repealed this
legislative session.
In a telephone interview, Fred
O'Chesky, commissioner of the
Bureau of Revenue, said the administration opposes the bill
because it would cost the state $38
million and the cities $8 million.
''Albuquerque would lose several
million within that eight," he said.
"That money would have to be
replaced by higher taxes somewhere
in Albuquerque.''
He said the regressive factor of
the food tax is mitigated by a tax
rebate which has been in effect a
number of years. Last year it
amounted to $30 per person. A
regressive tax means the poor pay a
larger percentage tax because a
greater percentage of their salaries.
go for food.

"The governor is seeking to an
additional $10 million this year to
the rebate for the lower income
group,'' O'Chesky said.
In addition to seeking an increase
in the income tax credit for lower
income families, Apodaca is
seeking a $21 million rebate to
middle income families making
between $I2,000 to $25,000 a year.
David Miller, spokesman for the
NM Public , Interest Research
Group, which has been firmly in
favor of the repeal said, "The
governor's office said the tax repeal
would be too expensive and too
hard to administrate. We stand by
our argument that it is not too hard
to administrate and not too expensive. It is more equitable and
fair to these on lower incomes
because it is progressive rather than
regressive."
Miller said the bill will be int.roduced Monday in the Senate
Finance Committee chaired by state
Sen. Aubrey Dunn, D-Otero.

%

Markham International

Rooms still available for spring
term Good food • maid service
pool • parking • well maintained
• good security •

The

College
·100

303Ash NE
243-2881
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Host Northern Arizona
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Wrestlers at Home
By MARTY ZIMBEROFF

UTEP Miners Next Step

LOBO Sports Writer
The UNM wrestling team fell
victim of both Arizona squads this
week as the Arizona State Sundevils
pitchforked the Lobos 31-9 and the
University of Arizona Wildcats
pounced on the UNM team 32-12 at
Tucson, Arizona.
ASU came down hard as UNM
forfeited the 126 pound and the
heavyweight classes. UNM's
Arthur De La Cruz beat ASU's
Richard Arambula by default.
Lobo . Gary Hines was the only
other U NM grappler to grab points
from the Sundevils. ·

Lobos Climbi'ng Up WAC Ladder
By PETER MADRID
LOBO Sports Editor

On the other hand, the Miners are
on top of the defensive · ladder
allowing opponents· only 64.2 points
New Mexico and Texas-El Paso a game.
are l wo baskelbafl t~ams at opposite
On the bottom rung of the
defensive
ladder are the Lobos
ends of the ladder.
On top of the offensive ladder in allow'ing their opponents to score
UNM averaging 103.6 points a game. 86.4 points a game.
.
At the bottom of the offensive
Tl)e Lobos and the Miners are also
ladder is UTEP averaging only 65.2 at opposite ends of the Western
Athletic Conference ladder as UNM
points a game.

Miner forward Calvin Hale (54) and his teammates host
the Lobos in a key WAC game Saturday night (n El Paso.

is on top with a 2-0 mark and UTEP
at the bottom at 0-2.
Saturday night in the border town
of El Paso, UNM and UTEP meet in
t11e 12,000 seal Special Events Center
to square off in a WAC contest.
The game will be telecast live at
7:35p.m. on KOB television, channel
4, with Henry Tafoya doing the playby-play. The game will also be aired
over KOB radio with Mike Roberts
providing the play-by-play ...
The Lobos enter Saturday night's
game sporting a 12-2 mark while
UTEP is 8-6 on the year.
The Miner's 8-6 record is decieving
as UTEP has beaten the likes of
Kansas State and New Mexico State.
"That big · ol' Bear down there
(Don Haskins) has been crying about
his team again," Lobo coach Norm
Ellenberger said, "but I notice that
he's sent eight teams home crying
after he defeated thenm. It's too bad
UTEP never plays as bad as Haskins
says they are going to.~'
The Lobos hold a 45-34 lead in the
79-game series over the Miners and
lead in WAC play 9-7. The 'Pack
currently holds a four-game win
streak and have won two straight in
El Paso.
In WAC play this year, UNM
swept the Arizona road trip last
weekend and the Miners, on the same
road trip, lost to both schools.
Ellenberger said, "Winning those
two games in Arizona certainly put a
kink in the WAC race, bu~ it's early
and kinks have a way of
straightening out in this coanference."
"Now we have UTEP which will
finish off a streak of probably the
• "' ,
.•• 4 ~- •
five toughest consecutive games a
..-1' ~"f. ;o~'t! .• Lobo team has ever played,"
· • ~~~A 'i'l ~ 11' ~- '·~. Ellen berger said. "And we're going
'·h\ ~- 1 ~ '-i "' • 't- " to finish it off witli a train wreck in
4~." El Paso, and Haskins isn't planning
.w!•"+~1
on being in the caboose!"
~· ""1'4-i..~
~
~ Saturday night the young Miners
will be led by senior forward Calvin
LOBOphotobyPhyllisM.KushmH Hale, 11.7 points a game; and freshman guard Earl Fuller, II .3 points a
•
Phil Abney goes up for two against Nevada-Las Vegas.
game.

-'2,..
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UNM Wrestl111g Coach Ron
Jacobsen said that the UNM
matmen are looking great this year
and that the Arizona meet "Just
caught us down." Jacobsen said
that UNM wrestled "poorly" in
Arizona but that the team will look
great against Northern Arizona
University this upcoming weekend.
The Wildcats took up where ASU
left off as the UNM squad grabbed
only I 2 points from the Arizona
Cats. Lobo Wrestling captain Gary
Hines finished his match with a
draw at the 142 pound position and
UNM's Jeff Peterson sewed up the
177 pound class for UNM.
·
Coach Jacobsen said that the

Women Cagers
At BYU, Utah

Lobos do not have any injuries but
that the team's mental toughness is
weak.
"We are not exploding out when
we are down," said Jacobsen.
The Arizona meet put the Lobos
at 1-4-1 in Western Athletic
Conference Athletic Conference
at~tion so far this season,
Coach Jacobsen said that the
Lobos do not have a contender for
the heavbyweight position and
"that's what hurts."
The Lobos go up against Northern Arizona University this
Saturday· night at 7:30 pm at
Johnson Gymnasium.
Jacobsen said that the NAU team
is a respectable team but not as
strong as Arizona or ASU.
The meet Saturday night will be a
"Keg-Night" with the campus
group having the most representation walking away with a free keg
of Budweiser beer.

••

\i

the 'team is ready'and some of tl.: J Ekton,'~ Sherri Chandler and Patti
girls came back early to prepare for Curtis.
the tournament. "They're ready
Lobo golfer Barbara Berry said,
and have a very good attitude "I'm excited about the tournament
towards this semester of golf," and I think we're all ready for it."
Sandles said.
"We should do fairly well and if
Lobo golfers making the trip are we finish fifth or sixth I'll be
'Barbara Berry, Cindy Kelliher, Kim pleased," Sandles said.

gymnastics defeated Lousmna
MEN'S GYMNASTICS- The 0-1
State
last week and
UNM gymasts travel to Provo,
•
currently
have a 25-meet win
Utah
dating back
streak
in
progress
today to meet Brigham Young
three years .
and then move on Eugene
Satllrday where they face Oregon.
in dual competition.
The Lobos lost to rival Southern WOMEN'S GYMNASTICS After a close match against'
Illinois last Wednesday
211.05-204.95. BYUI finished Southern
"Illinois
during the semester
third in theW AC champio.nships
the
Lobo
women will
break,
last year behind Arizona State
travel
to
Stillwater,
Okla. to meet
and UNM and have
steadily improved. Oregon, a Oklahoma State, Texas
A & M, and Washburn, Kan.
supernower in

Around The WAC
4),.-t.,.
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walderneas
Centre

Ni~W MEXICO AT TEXAS-EL
AT PASO
(KOB Lobo 1Jaskctball7 :35 Sat.)
COLORADO
STATE
AT
(TVS Game of the Week 2:00 Sat.)
WYOMING (Sat.)

ARIZONA AT UTAH (Sat.)
ARIONZONA
STATE
BRIGHAM YOUNG

2421 San Pedro NE (505)266-8113

SKI EQUIPMENT
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LOUO photo by WcnUell T, Hunt

The Lobo grapplers host Northern Arizona Saturday
night at 7:30 at Johnson Gvm in UNM's second home
meet.

United Campus ffilnlstry
A. Progressive Christian Fellowship
To Give You New Power

Building Good Relo.tionships
AG
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Welcome Back
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293-4508
265-3667
345-5301
864-3522

-------'

Daily Lobo
Subscriptions
$1Qoo full year plus the

Summer Session

ASUNrn Speakers
Committee will meet in
Room 230 of the SUB
toda,y at 1:30 pm to
discuss
spring
programming.

.

-

We've Got A New Idea
For Breakfast (or Lv.nch)

The O~nel~tte ~h®}lDJ1D®
Fresh 3 egg omelette prepared to order
with your choice of fillings

Marron Hall131
or by mail to:

UNMBox20
Univ of N.M.
Alb., NM 87131

I
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ew location to service UNM
1001 Tijeras N.E. 247-3668

1631 Eubank N.E.
511 Wyoming N.E.
.
4523 4th N.W.
:.. Belen at 614 Becker
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At The United ffiinistr,y Center
1801 Los Lomo.s NE 247--0497
Positive, Jo,yful o.nd Christian

JVlOll,-1'.
tl. .
•

p ..

The snow is now here so come
out and enjoy it.

Discussion In Christian Context

,Sundo._y, Jo.n 22. 5:30p.m. meo.l: 75 cents,
Who co.n I turn to?-· see Jeremio.h 33:3

On Thursday, Weber will present
a dry land clinic. He will talk about
techniques, maintenance of skis,
and preparation. A short, informative film will also be shown.
The dry land clinic will take place
in room 154'of Johnson Gym at 4
On Saturday at 9 a.m., on Sandia
Crest, the practical clinic with skis
will be held. All equipment will be
furnished by the IM department but
if those attending have their own,
they are advised to bring it.
The clinic is free and open to all
students, faculty and staff. For
more information, call the IM
office at 277-5151 or drop by Room
230 of Johnson Gym.

)Up

Try

Notice

A COMPLETE LINE OF CROSS-COUNTRY

§

The UNM Intramural program is
sponsoring a free cross country ski
clinic on Thursday, Jan. 26 and
Saturday, Jan. 28 with UNM
nordic ski team coach Klaus Weber.

Fem Linkers· at Tourney
The UNM women's golf team
travels to California this weekend
to participate in the San Diego State
Golf Tournament at the Singing
Hills Country Club.
The tournament will be held on a

,__;

News

LOIJO Sports Writer
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'.By ED JOHNSON

It is up to the land of beehives and Mormons, for the UNM women's
basketball team this weekend as they open conference play against
Brigham Young, Friday and Utah, Saturday.
Lobo coach Kathy Marpe said, "This will be the toughest road trip of
the year for us."
Utah is the defending regional champions while BYU grabbed third
place beating out UNM 75-73 in the consolation game of the regional
tournament last year.
Jean Rostermondt, a sophomore who may own UNM's entire record
book before she's done, said BYU is "really big. We have been working on
our rebounding and blocking out.''
.'
Freshman forward Lisa Wedekind said; "We're going to have to be
toug~er on defense this weekend."
"· ·
·
,
..
Rostermondt said BYU will be using .!1 2-3 zone, but fortunately the
Lobos will have outside shooting specialist Kelly Sparr who is coming off
an ankle injury.
·
·
Senior reserve Dee Down hurt 'her l).nkle against Oklahoma last week,
while guard Susie Schuster remains out of action with her injured knee.
Rostermondt said, "We've had as much practice as they(Utah an BYU)
have had."
Center Carol Moreland and Rostermondt are leading the lobos is scoring
with averages o.£16.5 and 16.4 respectively.
Wedekind said, "I've got a long way to go, especi~!lly in my shooting."
I w.ish we were facing them after acoming off a couple of wins instead of
losses;" Marpe said.
·
She was talking abo!lt the Lobos two.ldsses at the New Mexicon State
Invitational, where they lost 64-53 to the invitation winners Texas Tech
and to Oklahoma 75-74.'
Following the Utah trip, UNM will have five consecutive home games
beginning Jan:'27' against Utah State. UNM and Utah State went inbto
double overtime before the Lobos won 101-98.

r
0
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The Omelette Shoppe is located
adjacent to the Sweet Shop in the
Tio·Vivo area, main floor New Mexico Union
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CvLLEC'ElONS

~ 1.

TUTORING AVAILABLE FOR Minority Studen"
~nd MerJ in Nurliing for Chemistry J II, 212: Bialogy
123, 238:; Math 102: Nursing Pathology 240; Phar•
macology 2.76. Cali217~2S07,
1/20
TYPING: REPORTS, RESUMES, genc<al. 8985927,
1120

PERSONALS

--------------------

ACCURATil

INFORMATION ABOI.IT con·

tmccption, sterilization, abortion. Right 10 Choose,
294-0 171.
2/1 5
DIVERS DO IT DEEPER. Come to UNM's Scuba

Club Wed. Jan. 2.S, 7:30pm at Johnson Gym 124.
1125
MARY I'V~ WAITED 2 days and you still haven't
llhown up for lunch o.t Carrara's. Either it's over for
good between us or maybe you didn't know they
moved to 108 VaSsar SE, just I. block west of Girard.
I'll meet you· there 1omorrow for lunch. P1ease show

8
';;(

~

:;::

:z"

~

0

~

P..

up. Nic~.
J/20
LOOKING FOR MR. GOODCLASS1 Try ANTH
384, an introduction to Mesoamerican archaeology
t~ught by an,experl on the ancient Maya (MWF, l).
Or ANTH 440, a new course dealing with worldwiJe
adaptations to tropical environments (T Th, II).
TheJ;e classes Are still open, so enroll today,
1/24
49 CENTS, AMERICAN CIGARETTES; y, block
from UNM ar. ?ipe & Tobacco Road, 1078 Cornell
SE, Opc!l Monday thru Saturday 9-6.
1/27
FAST-PITCH SOFTBALL TEAM forming.
lnlcrcsl cd Players call298-6476 after 6:00p.m._ 1/20
PHOTOGRAPHY CLASSES FORMING: Short
intensive courses ill shooting black-and-whiie, color.
Learn a permanent, valuable skill. Small groups
designed to suit your present knowledge: absolute
bcglnnerll or intermediates. Special sessions in out~
door portraiture, nature & scenics, sports action.
Intensive dnrkroom instruction if requested,
Reasonable tuition. Groups rill Up quickly so call
soon for information. A-Photographer, 1717 Girard
1/20
NE, 265-2444.
JAZZ SAXAPHONIST SUPREME Grover
Wnshington returns to UNM's Popejoy Hall on
Wed., Feb. I at 7:30 p,m. Tickets for this ASUNM/PEC Presentation are available at the SUB and
Popejoy Hall bo1< offices and at all Ticketmaster
locations.
211
DESI'ARA'fELY WANTED, INTRODUCTION to
Modern Circuit Analysis by CalahM, Macncc:,
McMahon.Holt, RineharJ, Winston publisher. If
in1Crested in loaning or selling lhis book please
coni act Dr. Kosch mann at 277k3140 or Mabel Grey al
277-4924
2/3
WANTED SORORITIES OR GIRLS clubs to have a
Queensway fashion show 10 earn cash for profit. Call
299-0655 for details.
1/27
LIVE JAZZ AT NED'S through the Happy
Hour... evc:ry Friday from 5;30 to 7;30.
1/')J.)
PASSPORT, IMIGRATION, I.D. Photos. Lowest
prices in town. Fast, pleasing. Call 265-2444 or come
to 1117 Girard NE.
1/27

2.

4.

HOUSING

WBAT IS A COLLEGE INN? Tired of cooking and
dcanjng- Need a place to live for Spring termCome to the College Inn. 303 Ash NE, 243-2881 1/20
SMALL 1-BR HOUSE' UIJfurnished near campus.
Very private, One person only. No pets, $145, ·plus
utilities. Phone 265-5459.
1124
2 BDRM APT for rent. Four blot:ks f(om UNM.
Parlly furnished, $185 all utilities pajd, 877-53391/25
3 BDRM HOUSE, close, $350.247-8647.
1/25
LARGE UNFURNISHED I and 2~bdrm apts. From
$165, 444 Espanola SE. No pcts;265-4083
1/20
FEMALE ROOMATE NEEDED.
Own bath,
fireplace, luxurious home ne~r ·UNM. Vegetarian
preferred. SIZ5 mo., Carol266·4888.
1123
GRAD STUDENT WILL share thfee bedroom house
with one Qr ~wo M/F. $100 monlh includes utilities.
Furnishedj fireplace, adobe. North Valley. 842-9434.
1123
I BLOCK FRDM CAMPUS: furnished, $80,
nreplace, non-smoker. 247~9800, eves, call Mike
LARGE FURNISHED I bedroom apt. 10 minutes
from campus $180 lncludcs gas and hot water no child
or pets 915 Alvarado SE 266-1216.
1/23
I SINGLE ROOM, rinalc, co-ed residential co-op
., close to ct~mpus. 247-2515
1/2(1
FEMALE NON-SMOKER ROOMATE wanted.
Two-bedroom house share half rent $80.00 plus
clepo~it, Close to Winrock. For appl. call Lucy, 766·
76718am-5pm.
1/20
CAMPUS SPECIAL LARGE one-bdrrn, full car- ~
peted, $120, no lease. 262-2751, Valley Rentals, $30
fcc.
1/20
t 11,! BLOCKS TO UNM, coz':l one-bdrm, yard $75.
Deller Hurry! 262·1751, Valley Rentals, $30 fee. 1/20
AVAILABLE SOON, EXTRA large 4-room.housc,
fenced yard, pels OK, Sl20. 262~ 175.1, Valley Rcnta!s,
$30 fcc.
1/20
BIKE TO CLASS. Fancy 2-bdrm., fenced yard, kids,
pets, $155. 262-275 I, Valley Rentals. $10 ft>~.
I /7fl

LOST & FOUND

LOST BLUE NOTEBOOK in the SUB. Plen,se return
to candy counter in SUB or Room 105, Marron Hall.
1 fn

LOST SWEET GRAY black dog. Female wilh pink
collar, medium size, short hair. UNM area. Reward
842-8137
1/2~

3.SERVICES
LSAT-MCAT REVIEW COURSES. Prepare Now.
Call PENM 842-5200,
tin
TYPING. lSI QUALITY, 883·7787.
2/24
L & M MUSIC STUDIO~ 3 Blocks from cnmpus.
Guitnr & piano taught by experienced instructors in a
comfortblc environment. 247-81S8.
1/2'7
INCOME TAX PREPARATION fo,ms 1040-A S5,
1040S7.50. Lollie265-3149.
1/31
FAST TYPING 266-3953.
2/14
TYPIST EXPERIENCED INSURANCE, lcgnl,
engineering; 'itatisticnl, theses, manuscripts. Call2664710.
1/20
Cl.ASS1CAL GUITAR I ESSONS: Segovia method.
Bcginucr~ Welcome 2M-9291.
1131
lYPING MA t:NGIIS!-1. Canlpur, deho,.cry. 29685r.4.
3/20
QA TYPING SERVICE. A complete typing and
ediloriol <;y~tcm. Tcchnil:al, general, lc~al, medical,
schuln<r.tic. Chartc; & table'\. 345·2125.
4129
BIORHYTHM SERVICES, YOUR energy cyc\co;,
phy'ikal·cmolional·intellectllal.
Send
binhdate,
.$6.00. Full Yc:~r Computer Projection, Booklet, Ooit-Your<oelf insuuctions. 210 Spruce NE,
Albuqucr(luc87106.
1125
WAKE UP CALtS made day or night. For S-day
wec.k~SS.OO monthly, For7·day week. S6 243~2368.
1120
WEAVING CLASSES STARTING now. The
Wca-.cr~· Studio, 12-5 pm, 205 Stanford SE, 265·
9100.
1/20

WALK TO UNM. Brand new one·bdnn, paneled
throughout, beamed ceilings, just $60. 262-175:,
Valley
Rentals,
$30
fee,
1/20
ALL UTILITIES INCLUDED, clean one-bdrm,
privately renced, $135. 262~1751, Valle':/ Rentals, $30
fee.
1/20
SEAR,CHING FOR HOUSING'? Residence Halls arc
your answer for maximum convenience to campus
plus comfort and economy in housing and food
~rvicc! Inquire La Posada 201 on weekdays, 9-4. or
ca11277-2606.
1/25

5.

FORSALE

LIKE NEW HP-21 $45.00, Sears electronic slide rule
$25.00. Call nights 265-0645.
1120
SINGER MACHINE EQUIPPED to bullonholc, zig
za~. pay $16.20 and take machine~ 2~6-5871.
1/27

SONY TRINITRON PLUS color TV full guaran(re,
t<~ke over payments of9,39 per month. 266-5812. 1127
TAPPAN MICROWAVE OVEN bmwningelemenl,
m~mory temperature probe, 5 yr full warranty. Take
over paymeni'i of$8.17. 268-4393.
1127
PIONEER COMPLI)TE SYSTEM two 6-way
Pioneer speakers, cassette and turntable, a good
bargain 7.1!1 per monlh. 268-4394.
1/27
KIRBY RED CLAS::$lC commen:!almodcl, 3 months
old. Must sell cheap~ 7,81 monthly. 266-58.72,
I /27
RECORD YOUR OWN 8-tracks, Magnavo~ S-track
player/recorder, wilh fasl forward, dual meters and
lots more, $45, 255·6610
1/20
SILKSCREEN, WITH FRAME, prints excellent shirt
designs, 525.255.-6610
1/20
ON CAMPUS RESERVED parking, paved Jot, $20
~cmester, Contact Mike Tale, 277-4045. days, or 1826
Mesa Vista NE nights,
l/23
SINGER FUTURA ZIGZAG sewing machine. Top
of the Line-, Slightly used but still under warranty,
.(Automatic bobbin winder, ha'i computerized buttonholer and does hundreds of rancy stitche.o;, Reg.
$800, now $150 cash. 294-8755.
1123
20 USEO PORTABLE TV'S. $30.00 io $60.00 441
Wyoming NE, 255-5987
211
Alfib S-TRACK WITH FM radio. 8-track has fast
rorward, program r~:peat. "and under da!ih slip mount,
Excellent condition, S50 w/~caKers. 268-7396 Arter
5pm.
t
1124
66-DATSUN GOOD HEALTHY innerds but
crumbling complexion! $485. 345-2796
1/24
FAT, HEALTHY, SHEPARD-CROSS pups. $5,
898-0614
1/24
MINI CASSETTE RECORDER, with mar~y
feature~. $35, 255·6610
1120
CALCULATOR ROCKWELL "SLIDE RULE"
with AC adaptor, $25. 255·6610
1/20
LADY'S 10-SPEED BICYCLE, like new, $65. 255MIO
1/20
CASSETIE CAR STEREO, panasonic, with auto
reverse, $25. 255·6610
1120
TYPEWRITER REMINGTON MANUAL po"able,
$)0. 25)-6610
1120
ROCKING CHAIR, SOLID maple, $50.255-6610
1120
JAZZ SAXAPHONIST SUPREME Gro'<' .
Washinglon returns to UNM's Popejoy Hall on
Wed., Feb. I at 7:30pm. Tickets for this ASUNMPEC Presentation arc available at the SUB and
Popejoy Hall Box Offices and at all Tickctmastcr
2/1
locations,
1972 FORD F2l0 Sl500. 1966 Ford FIOO S550. 241·
8r.47
1/25
1974 VEGA HATCHBACK 3-speed. Low mileage,
new radials, very economical. Excellent condition,
St600. negotiable. 877-3638
1/25

6.

EMPLOYMENT

EXPERIENCED PHOTOGRAPHER IS !licarching
for l'igure models. Fee determined by personal in·
tcrview. If intereslcd, call Bob at 296-8810 MWF
afler 6;.30 pm.
1/20
NEEDED: RESPONSIBLE BABYSITTER for 1ycar old. Near university, one night per week. 265~
9315
1/21

8.

MISCELLANEOUS

Ne\N Mexico

PART-TIME JOB GRADUATE, students only.
Afternoons and evening.~. Must be uble to .. work ·CHEAP WATERBED~l Water Trips $89,9_5 buys
Friday and Saturday nights. Must be il years old.
you I) dark walnut stamcd ~rame, 2) :;afet~ hner, 3)
.
foam comfort pad, 4) any Sli".C mattress; wnh J.year
Apply m person, no phone calls please. Save-Way- ,
1 1 NE 255~2289 2/23
1 , 589 95 3407
Liquor S1ores <J,I 5704 Lomas NE, 5516 Menaul NE
g.uaran ee,
' •
en ra
·
· .
1/27
NEW STOCK OF COlTON w;J.rp. Come sec. The
Weavers' Studjo, 12-5 pm. 205 StanfordSE. 265-9100
WANTED FIGURE MODEL for art school. Phone
1/20
843-6862
I /20
NEED PERSON(S) WITH pick-up-help move. 3442540
1120

DAILY

c

BABYSITTING, CLEANING 1·2 afternoons/week.
247-2915 evenings, John.
1/20
BABYSITTER fi0R TWO .children, afternoons,
must have own r:ar. Cai188J-4123 6-9 pm.
(/23
SELL SPECIALTY T-SH1RTS. Commission. Parttimeol full lime. CAII221-'il38
1/23

ACROSS
·1 Reality
5 liquid jet
1 0 N. Amer.
plant14 Latin wings
1 5 Alloycoated steel
16 Biblical
place
17 "Lights out"
1 8 -- --- costs
1 9 Shade of
red
20 Kinswoman
22 Secluded
valley
24 --- Pan Alley
25 Apprises
27 Brought
forth molars'
29 --------Hal
32 John---:
Arctic
explorer
33 Dancer--Margret
34 Decoy
36 Bike part
40 Pace
42 Huge
44 Fabled
Hindu
mountain
45 Polish city.
47 Volume unit
49 Suitable
50 Large
number

9.

Monday, January 23,1978

TRAVEL

-·~-- .... ,~

WEEKLY RIDES AVAILABLE throughout USA,
lTC 265-9860.
1/24
1978 EUROPEAN CHARTERS available. lTC 2556830,
l/3r

-

52 Parasitic
UNITED Feature Syndicate
worm
t;<"~-::.-1'-:-tT:-:h:Tur;::'lsd ay' s Pu zz Ie So tv;..e~dt-::::-r.::-r::-t
54 Comply
'58 Stately
59 Do the same
60 Withhold
62 Grumble
65 Flock
.f!'Excuse
?"Poker ·
holding
70 Field of
study
71 .Creed
..z--2 Sicily sight
73 Bird
.74':Squalid
'}-s"Do business
DOWN
1 Lard and
suet
46 Room cor23 Move
2 Turkish
ner
quickly
regiment
26 Lazy person 48 Frenzy
3 Culminations 28 Abound
51 Negotiates
4 Examined
53
Struck
29 Breathe
5 Bird
gently
laboriously
6 Spoon
54
Group of
30 Preposition
7 Mouthward
plotters
8 Not rented
31 Pattern in
55 Stage fare
9 Bank
wood
56 Not at all
employee
57 Affray
35 Become a
1 o Baste
,P-YEvergreen
member
11 Wharton or
63 Feminine
37 Deprive of
Head
name
leaves
12 Supernatural
_))4"0f a time
38 Barren
creature
period
39 Cement
13 "Do Not
66 Long-tailed
Stand-----"
41 Money:
OX
21 Forest
Slang
J>ff River botanimals
43 Rashness
tom

•

Photos by Wendell T. Hunt

Sun: Its Affect on Aging
It looked like Frosty the Snowman had visited UNM. The top picture taken Friday shows a snowman that was bu~lt on the Duck
Pond after Thursday night's storm. But after a weekend of 40·
degree temperatures, there wasn't much left of the old fellow on
Sunday when the bottom picture was taken.
·

Rlllee
Rll Levi's
Now

13.50

lobo·

Not Enough T
Profs Take Blame
By ROBERT R. LEE
LOBO Staff Writer
Publishers, shippers, instructors
f(nd UNM book store personnel all
hflve a part in getting texts into the
hands of students each semester.
Students who have experienced
the frustration of being unable to
find a required textbook in the
bookstore may be inclined to blame
the store management.
BUt some instructors say it's the
teacher's fault.
"As often as not, when I've had
difficultie-s (getting books), it's my
own fault through not ordering
soon enough," said Dr. Richard
Murphy, geography department
chairman.
Bookstore
manager
A.O.
Jackson said he had received orders
"a day or two before classes start,
although this is certainly an exception (to the norm)."
Jackson said he likes to have
book requests for the spring
semester'by Nov. 15 or20.
He said that books are not ordered immediately because the
store management has to take an
inventory of the books it has, as
well as an estimate of the texts the
store will buy back from students.
"We've got 4,000 titles to check
each semester," said Jackson.
Anthropology Chairman Dr.
Ph.i.lip Bock said, "For understandable reasons, the book
store may under-order a particular
book. In many cases, a professor
overestimates the size of a class: the
book store probably rinds it easier
to re-order books, given the
shipping and man-hour expenses
involved in returning books to the
publisher."
Jackson said the store orders
books based on a department's
estimates,
previous enrollment
records and weekly enrollment

Photo by Rochot Dixon

UNM Bookstore, on campus
December. By the time we find out
print-outs from the registrar.
something
is unavailable it's the
He said the department estimates
first
of
January."
are "by and large pretty accurate,"
He said the store gets a "few"
but said "some departments have
orders filled in Dallas and Salt Lake
copied the same estimate for the
City, but that most of the books the
last five years."
store buys are shipped from
Jackson said most publishers will
Chicago, St. Louis, New Jersey and
let the store return 20 per cent of a
New York. The average shipping
particular order for credit. The
time from· the New York-New
bookstore returns $150,000 to
Jersey
area is three weeks, Jackson
$200,000 worth of books each year,
he said, at a cost of abuut · said.
$10,000, including shipping and I
labor. Jackson emphasized that
these figures are only rough
estimates.
Bock said his chief complaint
was, "Very often I have ordered a 1
list of books, and the book store
doesn't bother to tell me they're no
longer available,"
Responding to this, Jackson said,
"What makes it tough is the
professors request books in
November, by the time we order it's

Biology department secretary
Mary Thorpe said she orders all the
books for the department and "My
experience has been that they order
exactly what we tell them too." She
said she has only been on the job
since July, however.
Noel Pugach, hbtory professor,
said the bookstore's performance
this scmcster"has been better than
previous semesters. I ha vc had
trouble in the past."

Jivin' Cheerleader Spurs Spirits
By TIM GALLAGHER
LOBO Editor
It is late in the second half during a Lobo basketball
game in The Pit and the opponents are starting to
catch up. The Lobos look a little flat and coach Norm
Ellenberger calls a time-out.
The crowd, 18,000 strong, sits in silerat, nervous
excit cment now-a sharp contrast from the buzzing
throng it was only moments ago.
The UNM cheerleaders, those beautiful people who
try to coax a usually uncooperative crowd into doing
cheers, drag a mini-trampoline out onto the court
while some of the others start a cheer. The ones on the
court start building a human pyramid and Robert
Nance starts his act.
He's jukin' and jivin' like a rock star. "C'mon now;
a little louder now. Let me hear you, now." And the
crowd starts bouncing with him.
Suddenly he whirls from his position facing the
crowd and takes long,. loping gazelle·likc strides
toward the human pyramid in front of which stands
the mini-tramp.
•
·
.

Nance ts still screaming like a banshee as he hits the
tramp with both feet, soars what seems like 20 feet in
the air over the top of the plyramid, his body twisting
like a corkscrew, and lands as gracefully as a cat, feet
first.

Now the cheerleading crew races off the court and
the crowJ i~ clapping and cheering. When Nance starts
his "Little louder, now" this time, he ~ets..response.
Nance, with a Jot of help from his friends, has
transformed a morgue into a swelling den of noise.
The Lobos, who came off the court with their heads
down, return to it pumped up and ready to play,
spurred by the crowd which was spurred by Nance.
"What really gets the crowd going," said the 23year-old Nance, "is the unusual. They don't want to
see the same old 'rah-rah' stuff. They get off on the
unusual."
You might say that Robert Nance also gels off on
the. unsual. Flying through the air, extremely prone to
accidents, is not most people's idea of "usual."
"Hey, I'll try anythmg once. At least when it's over
at least I. can sa_r l'~c lived," said Nance, who added
that he ~s c~nst~ermg. walking the wings of a small
plane Whtle hts fnend pilots it.
Adventure is nothing new to Nance. As a 12-yearold in Providence, R.I. boys club, hr 1•sed to watch the
big kids go through gymnastics routines and wait until
they left the gym to try the routine,. "I w.cd to bang
myself up a little bit, ·• he said.
'

He earned a tra~k ,dlOiar,hip to UNM in a tragic,
r IIH£1p[lt):.•

t><,
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Robert Nance does his thing.

(cont. or, page- 61
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